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is Abstract
An experimental	 program	 was	 conducted	 to	 evaluate	 the	 flame	 quenching	 capability
Iof	 four
	
types	 of	 flame	 arresting	 devices	 suitable	 for	 installation	 on	 the	 fuel
cargo	 tank vents aboard marine transport vessels. The	 four types of	 flame arresters
included a	 single	 30-mesh	 screen,	 a	 dual	 20-mesh	 screen,	 a	 spiral-wound,	 crimped
metal	 ribbon and a packed	 beta	 of	 Ballast	 rings.	 The testing	 in a	 15.2	 cm (6.0 in)
diameter pipe	 facility	 simulated	 open	 environment	 flashback	 flame	 conditions	 as
closely as practical.
	
Both photographic and	 optical	 flame	 sensors	 were utilized to
determine flame	 speed	 and	 flame	 penetration	 of	 the	 test	 arresters.	 A	 total	 of
eight
	
fuels	 that	 are
	
representative
	
of	 bulk	 cargos	 were	 tested.	 These	 included:
(1) acetaldehyde,	 (2)	 butane,	 (3)	 ethylene_,	 (4)	 diethyl	 ether,	 (5)	 gasoline,	 (6)
methanol,	 (7) propane, and	 (8) toluene.	 All four of	 the test	 arresters successfully
quenched a minimum of three flashhack flames from all eight fuels with one exception,
high speed	 ethylene	 flames	 penetrated	 the	 dual	 20-mesh	 screen	 arrester	 on	 three
tests.	 All	 four	 of	 the	 test	 arresters	 successfully	 withstood	 the	 sustained	 flame
from a	 propane/air	 mixture	 for	 a	 test	 duration	 or	 30	 minutes.	 However,	 none	 of
the arresters	 tested	 withstood	 the	 sustained	 flame	 from	 an	 ethylene/sir	 mixture
for more than 7 minutes.
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SUKMARY
An experimental program was conducted to determine the flame quenching
capability of four types of flame arresters suitable for installation can fuel
cargo tank vents. The four types of flame arresters included a single 30-mesh
screen arrester, a dual 20-mesh screen arrester, a spiral -wound, crimped ribbon
arrester, and a packed bed of rings arrester. The tests simulated the exhaust of
flammable fuel/sir mixtures from a cargo tank vent tnto an open deck environment.
Ignition of the exhaust from an external source caused a flame to flash bark over
a finite run-up distance t o the vent stack, which was protected by a flame arrester.
In some tests, the flame was sustained on the arrester for durations up to 30 min-
utes. The flashback flume tests used eight different fuel /air mixtures to produce
flames with speeds representative of those from fuels that could be carried as
bulk cargo aboard typical transport vessels. The fuels used in testin g were
(1) acetaldehyde, ( 2) butane, ( 3) diethyl ether, ( 4) ethylene, ( 5) gasoline,
(6) methanol, (7) propane, and (8) toluene. Of these fuels, propane acid ethylene
were used during the facility check-out, the initial jereening tests, and the
sustained burning tests. The standard test condition was a fuel/air mixture at
an equivalence ratio from 1.0 to 1.2 (which produced the theoretical maximum flame
speed for the fuel used) and a flow velocity that was low enough, 1.52 m/s (5 rt/s),
to assure flame propagation back into the inlet piping in the event of an Frrester
failure.
The experimental program was performed at the .Jet Propulsion Laboratory's
Edwards Test Station WPL-ETS) where the existing A-:stand facility provided suit-
able safety protection and support activities. A photograph of this test facility
Is shown in Figure 1-1. The facility was modified by adding a gaseous fuel system,
U large flame test chamber, and a vertically directed, sustained burning, test
stand. The fuel/air supply and inducti , ,n system provided a continuous flow of
flarrm,able mixture into a 23.8-m (78-ft.) length of 15.2-cm- (6-in.-) diameter
piping. The flame arrester test assemblies were mounted at the end of the facility
piping to simulate the vent stack configuration abcard a tank vessel. Optical
flame sensors, pressure sensors, and thermocouples were installed in the facility
piping to witness Find record any fILme penetration. A 2.44-m (8-ft.-) diameter
by 4.27-m- (14-ft.-) long cylindrical chamber provided a protecting enclosure
surrounding, the :,est arrester and the flow area for a c,,nsiderable distance d ­wn-
stream. The open ends of the test chamber were covered with a thin opaque plastic
film to prevent wind dilution and dispersion of the flammable fuel/air mixture
pliune, but offered minimal restriction to the expanding, gases after combustion.
An exhaust collector and burn-off stack located at the downstream end (of the test
chamber maintained atmospheric pressure within the chamber betore ignition, and
provided a means of reducing atmospheric pollution from the unburned fuel /air
mixtures passing through the chamber. Optical flame sensors, pressure sensors$
and a high-speed motion picture camera were used in the flame test chamber to
witness and record ignition and flame propagation. It was possible t.) ignite the
fuel/air mixture from two different locations: (1) at the upstream end of the
chambe r , close to the face of the test arrester, and (2) at the downstream end of
the chamber where the distance was sufficient to insure that the flame propagating-
upstream had achieved steady-state speed upon reaching the test arrester. The
1-1
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An initial series of screening tests were made in the full -scale flame test
chamber using propeure /air mixture: and eth;flene / air mixtures ( as repre sentative
of the two extremes of probable flame speeds for typical bulk cargo fuels) to
determine which igniter location (upstream or downstream) produced the m ost severe
test r^)nditions. The severity being identified as the highest flame speed pr ,p-
fi	 ag ating upstream towards the test flame : arrester. Both the single 30-mesh screen
a	 arrester and the dual 20 -mesh screen arrester were evaluated for flame q»enching
capability on these tests. The resulting,,  flame speeds ranged from 2.99 to 6.60 m/s,
(9.81. to 21.65 ft / s) with the upstream igniter location produving the higher flame
.Speed for both fuel/air mixtures. A tabular summary of average values of flame
i	 speeds and peak pressure rises for all fuels tested is given in Table 1-1. The
single 30-mesh screen arrester quenched all flashback flames for both fuel/air
mixtures. The dual '0-me8h screen arrester quenched all propane/air mixture
flames and the ethylene/air mixture flames initiated by the downstream igniter'
location. The ethylene /air mixture flames initiated by the upstream igniter loca-
tion penetrate ,i the dual 20--mesh screen arrester in three successive test firings.
A tabular o.ummary Of the flashback flame quenching test results for all fuel/air
mixtures ant test arrester assemblies is given in Table 1-2.
The upstream igniter location was used on all the subsequent flashback flame
quenching tests. The single 30-mesh screen arrester and the dual 20-mesh screen
arrester were tested with the six remaininj, fuel /air mixtures. Roth arresters
were successful in quenching the flames on all test firings as shown in Table 1-2.
The resulting flame speec:s, or test condition severities, for the six additional
fuel/air mixtures were less than those measured for the ethylene-fuel/air mixture,
fa s shown in fable 1-1.
The original test configuration for the packed bed of aluminum Ballast rings
arrester was unsuccessful in quenching the flashback flames from gasoline/air
mixtures in three successive test firings. A single 30-mesh screen was added on
the downstream end of the arrester, between the retainer grid and the bed of
rings. This modified configuration was successful in quenching flashback flames
from the propane/air mixture, gasoline/air mixture, and three out of four test
firings with ethylene/air mixture. The spiral-wound, crimped stainless-steel
ribbon arrester was successful in quenching all flashback flames from propane,
ethylene, and gasoline-fuel/air mixture test firings. The test results are
summarize' in fable 1-2.
The sustained burning tests were conducted outride of the flame test chamber
by rearranging the facility piping. Using a combination of pipe elbows, the last
section of inlet pipe was redirected 90 deg to one side and the flame arrester
test assemblies were mounted on the end of the pipo in the vertically lip position.
Two different sizes of flame screen arrester assemblies were tested, (1) the
original 15.2-cm- (6-in.-) diameter adapter housing and (2) a new 25.4-cm-
(10-in.-) diameter adapter housing. This change in arrester flow area was made
to evaluate the effects of the approach velocity and flow-through velocity of the
fuel/air mixture on the thermal environment at the screens. The single 30-mesh
screen arrester and the dual 20-mesh screen arrester in both pipe sizes, the
packed bed of Ballast rings arrester, and the spiral-wound, crimped ribbon arrester
were all successful in maintaining sustained burning with the propane/air mixture
for the full. 30 minutes (1800 seconds) of test duration.
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Sustaint.l burning testa were also made with the ethylene/air mixture, but
because of the anticipated severity of test conditions, only the packe,i bed of
Ballast rings arrester and the spiral-wound, crimped ribbon arrester were tested.
The spiral-wound, crimped ribbon arrester failed in two tests of 423 seconds and
383 secnnds duration. The packed bed arrester failed on the t'irst tests after
only 43 seconds duration, and resulted in a deflagration-to-detonation transition
in the arrester bed. On the second test, the packed bed arrester failed immediately
after ignition due to a damaged screen. The results of the sustained burning,
tests are strnmari zed ;r, Table 1-3.
Tablc 1-3. Tabular F ummar.	 ustained Burning Test Results
Flame Arrester	 Type of
	
Time Duration
Type and Size	 Fuel
	 of Burning, s	 F I runethrough
U
[+
15.2--m- (6-in.-) diam. single	 Propane	 1800	 No
30-mesh stainless-steel screen
15.2-cm- (6-in.-)	 diam. dual Propane 1800 No
20-mesh stainless-steel screen
25.4-cm- (10-in.-) diam. single Propane 1800 No
30-mesh stainless-steel screen
2.54-cm- (10-in.-)	 diam. single Propane 1800 No
20-mesh stainless-steel screen
30.5-cm- (12-in.-)diam. by Propane 1800 No
20.3-cm- (8-in.-)	 long spiral-
wound, crimped stainless-steel Ethylene 423 Yes
ribbon
Ethylene 383 Yes
25.4-cm- (10-in.-) diam. by	 Propane	 1800	 No
45.7-cm- (18-in.-) long packed
bed of 2.54-cm- (1.0-in.-)	 Ethylene.	 43	 Yes
size aluminum ballast ring
plus a single 10-mesh	 Ethylene	 0	 Yes
stainless-steel screen
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SECTION II
INTRODUCTION
The U. S. Coast Guard, under the Ports and Waterwa y s Safety Act (11, 92-340),
is responsible for the safety of vessels and U. S. ports from the inherent hazard
of handling petroleum products. The Coast Guard must insure that cargo tanks
aboard vessels are adequately protected from ignition sources that may be present
on deck. Ships and barges that carry grades D and F flammable cargo are required
under :ubcharter D of 'Pitle 46 to have flame screens on the vent outlets of carg()
tanks, cofferdams and void spaces, and on all open ull age h-les. hatches, or
Butterworth plates. The screens prevent accidental flame passage fron: the open
deck into, the cargo tank. A single 30-mesh screen or dual 20-mesh screens spaced
more than one-half inch apart and not more than. one and one-half inch apart are
+cpproved by the U. S. Coast Guard.
The adequacy of the flame screen as a flame arrester has been questioned
(Reference 2-1). Wilson and Crowley (References 2-2 and 2-3) carried )ut tests
for the U. S. Coast Guard with screen arresters, where the screens were mounted
some 1.83 m (6.0 ft) inboard from the open end of the pipe, rather than at the
end as in the standard vent-stack installations. These nonstandard installations
were used for tests of screen arresters at high turbulent flame speed:, ranging
from 2 to 10 m/s (6.6 to 98.4 ft/s). These tests of screen arresters were more
severe than those where the screens were mounted in the standard instrtilation.
Under certain conditions, screen arresters failed to quench the flame in some of
these tests. It seems, howev°r, that the higher flan,.: :.peels were a(-, • )mpanied by
gross gas motions that caused apparent discrepant flame quenching re:;ults.
Because the Wilson and Crowley test conditions were not representative of
flashback-flame propagation to a standard vent-stack installation in an open
environment, more tests that :simulated the actual conditions existing aboard fuel
cargo transport vessels were needed. One of the mayor points of interest is
whether or not a flame will accelerate in an open deck environment and what effect
this accelerated flame speed has on the quenching capability of the screen arrester.
Screen flame arresters mounted at the end of a vent stack are designed
l .r, , vent flames ignited outside the tank from propagating into the tank. It is
assumed that the flammable gases in the vent stack are either quiescent or flow-
ing out. On the other hand, most of the reported tests on screen flame arresters
confine the flame in an enclosure whose only or major outlet was through the flame
arrester (Reference 2-4). Combustion within an enclosure is invariably accompanied
by considerable gas flow through the screen in the direction of flame propagation.
The hypothesis to be tested was whether an unconfined turbulent flame flashback
can be stopped from propagating into a vent stack whose end is covered with a
screen flame arrester. In these tests, it was supposed that there is no gross
gas flew through the screen associated with the ignition and propagation of the
f 1 lane.
Screen flame arresters are designed to completely enclose the outlet openings
with a fine wire mesh. The wire mesh is sufficiently open so that it offers neg-
ligible obstruction to the passage of gases and vapors, but the mesh openings are
too small to allow the passage of flames. There should be no opening in the
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screen flame arrester with an equivalent hydraulic diameter  larger than the
critical diameter of flame quenching in a tube. The critical diameters for flame
quenching in a tube for a large variety of different flammable gas mixtures have
been established in extensive laboratory tests, as discussed in Wilson and
Attalah' :; review of flame arresters for cargo venting systems ( Reference 2-5).
It has been shown for laminar flames propagating in flammable gases that the
correlation for the critical Peclet number (Pe) (Reference 2-4) is:
log 
10 Pe a 1.8 t 0.3
i'e is defined as DOR x Su/a, where DOR is the critical diameter for flame quench-
ing in a tube, Su is the laminar flame velocity in the unburned mixture, and a is
the thermal diffusivity in the unburned mixture. The uncertainty in the value cif
loR 1 0 I le allows for differences in the behavior of widely different fuels and
oxidizers. but it is sufficiently restrictive to yield useful design values fur
the maximum allowable opening sizes in flame arresters.
The concept of quenching a laminar flame in a Marrow tube through heat loss
to the walls of the tube is well established (Reference 2-5). For effective
flame quenching, the surface must be noncatalytic (this requirement, is satisfied
by all commercial materials of construction) and heat dissipative (stainless
steels have adequate conductivity). Screen flame arresters differ from isolated
orifices of the flame quench theory in that there are arrays of orifices. Efich
orifice in the array acts identically to an isolated orifice as far as flame
quenching is concerned. Gas flows and heat transfer associated with flame propa-
gation "d gas volume expansion seem to be the main causes of screen failure.
The flame beats and weakens the wires of the screen so that fluid friction and
pressure tear openings into the wire mesh (References 2^-6, 2 -7, and 2-8). it is
evident that prolonged exposure to sustained burning will decrease the quenching
capability of the screen arrester, a phenomena that requires further investigation.
Flames propagating in open environment are almost invariably turbulent, as
, )pposed to the laminar flames considered in the quenching theory (Reference 2-9).
For most practical considerations, open turbulent flames can be considered highly
wrinkled laminar flames whose characteristic wrinkle dimension is in the order
of the critical diameter for flame quenching. The heat release rate is propor-
t1onal to the total area of the propagating wrinkled flame front, which can be
many times larger than the superficial projected flow area. The criterion for
the critical diameter for flame quenching by the flame arrester is the same for
turbulent and laminar flames according to Reference 2-4, but the heating effects
of the turbulent flame are very much greater. In addition, the nonuniform and
fluctuating turbulent flame front can cause, in pockets of the flame, the release
of transient high pressure and high heat that far exceed in value the pressure
anti heat of a laminar flame (Reference 2-11). If a transient high reactivity
pocket of gas coincides with the intersection of the flame front and the screen
flame arrester, there is a probability that the flame will penetrate the screen
Equivalent hydraulic diameter	 4 x (cross-sectional area of passagt-way)
perimeter of passageway
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at ti.at location. To prevent ouch flame penetration, conservative derign pi-,ct.ice
wt)uld call for screen f)pentrws substantially smaller than the theoretical critical
diameter for flame quenching. Those considerations are probably the reason that
Rozlovskii and Zakaznov ' s review ( Reference 2-4) presents such a wide range -f
critical Peclet numbers reported by different investigators in simulation of
practical fire environments.
It is important to ►hake a distinction between "burning velocity" arid "t'lame
speed~ (Reference 2-9 ) . Burning, velocity is defined a:, he speed of t tie pr ^paf-a-
tion of a flame front relative to the speed of the unburned gas. It is a pr,,pert.y
of the }has composition and of the physical state of the unburned gas mixture.
Flame speed is defined as burning velocity plus any Kress motion in the unburned
pas relative tr) a fixed frame of reference. It is influenced by gross eas motion
and by the geometry of tiny enclosing structure.
The propagation of a flame in a duet can create gross gas motion. This is
early illustrated if we consider a duct, closed at oae end and open to the
atmosphere at the other, filled with a flarsunable gas. When the gas is ignited at
the closed end of the duct, the flame speed is greater then it would be if the
flame were started at the open end and allowed to travel ti ,ward the closed end.
In the ease of cinsed end ignition, the burned gas is expandin ►,  and pushing ti ► e
unburned gas out the open end of the duct, so that the "flame speed" is the sum
of the "burning velocity" and the gross motion, which is caused by the expansion
of the trapped hot combustion products. In the second case, the ignition at the
open end causes the unburned gas to remain stationary. hence the )bserved "flame
:;peed" is nearly the "burning velocity" with differences due mainly to flame front
Interauti i, with the duct wall..
Wid le grL,as got- motion does not chanF ,,e burning velocity by itself, there a •-
Aditional factors Lhat cause enclosed turbulent flashes to accelerate in burni..t
velocity. Acceleration of turbulent flames in ducts has been discusse.i in it pre-
vious JPL report (Reference 2-10) in connection with transition from deflaF'rat.ion
to detonation. Little understood interactions between turbulent flame propagation
and the turbulent boundary layer on a duct wail can lead to appreciable accelera-
tion of the burning velocity. The f lame can he accelerated to such is high speed
that shock waves become associated with the highly turbulent flame front, where-
upon compressive heating causes still greater acceleration until detonation is
obtained. In a confined duct, particularly in those with rough walls, turbulent
flames cte ► readily accelerate to the point where self-compressive ignition occurs.
The transition froth deflagration to deL-mation in hydrocarbon-fuel/air mixtures is
all extremely improbable event in ar. open environment, but detonations can be ini-
tiated by a shock waive from an external sou-ce, such as a bomb (Reference 2-11).
Pipes carrying vapors ou'. of cargo tanks th"t contain volatile fliunmable
;quids may contain a fuel/air mixture within the flammable range, as illustrated
in Figure 2-1. A source of flame ignition outside the vent stack, as illustrated
in Figure 2-2, may cause a flame to propagate into the vent stack. Flame propa-
gation within a narrow pipe is particularly dangerous, because both confinement
(it' the expanding hot combustion products and flame front acceleration due to
interaction with the wall boundary .layer can occur. In severe cases, the flame
propagation can become a destructive detonation wave. The illustration in Fig-
ure C--2 shows a flame front accelerating inside a pipe in contrast to the uniform
rate ,)f propagation in the open air-.
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Figure 2-1. A Flammable Fuel/Air Mixture Flowing Slowly Out of a
Vent Stack Into the Open Air
installation of it simple screen flame arrester to close the open end of
-tie ve:., Stack to flames while still allowing tree flow of vent vapors is shown
In Figure 2-3. Here the flame from an outside ignition source does not propagate
into the vent .;tack, but impinges on the surface of the ;screen. If the equivalent
hydraulic diameter of the openings in the wire mesh of the screen flame arrester
are smaller than the critical diameter for flame quenching, then the flame will
be stopped by the screen. The concept and theory of the critical flame quench
al ameter has been reviewed by Wilson and Attalah (Ret'erence 2-5). The flame,
can, however, continue to burn on the surface of the screen if there is a flow
of flammable mixture thrcuf;h it. The continued heating can lead to flame flash-
back if the wire screen's temperature becomes high enough. One element of the
progriun was to test susceptability to flashback due to continued burning on the
surfu,:e of the screen flame arrester.
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Vent Stack
If the screen is mounted internally in the vent stack as shown in Figure 2 -4,
f !e flame arresting effectiveness of the screen is reduced. Upon entry into the
: ­n end of the vent stack, the flame accelerates. The accelerated flame speed
cause!; the pressure to rise ahead of the flume front, and, if severe enough, push
the flame thr c^u^,h the screen. 'he t-as flow in the ripe can be momentarily
reverr^d so that the flame (runt and the t:as flow both propagate in the same
lirection, which is through the screen flame arrester. Once the flame has
penetrated the screen, the situation is even more dan gerous since the failed
screen flame arrester now acts as a barrier to hot f-as flow, and thus causes an
even greater acceleration of flame speed and a greater likelihood of detonative
40
_;ire -	 ;	 ..	 Front mac;.}:
	
• s on a Screen ''lame
rr	 Ind	 ':e End	 - .-ie Vent Stack and
Doer.
	
arrester , 	- .r Lo a	 ,^ r.ay fail to arrest a propagating
leme	 iameter is	 -er than - ..e critical diameter for flame
::Anc:
	 The subsequent pr _gation of the flame in a duct, illustrated in
r ,	 is even more danr— us than if the duct were unprotected by a screen,
use	 the punctured screen flame arrester acts as a flow obstruction to the
-red f~ !tnd causes a higher flame speed. The effect of constricting the outlet
.ing	 illustrated by Wilson and Crowley's (References 2-2 and 2-3) use of a
tricting orifice on a duct outlet to promote high flame speeds in their flame
ster tests. A flow obstruction on a duct outlet was used to obtaita deflagration-
Alon transition during some detonation-flame arrester tests at the Jet
n Laboratory (Reference 2-10).
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F'i,^ure	 ernally Mounted Screen Flame Arrester is Penetrated
... Accelerating Flame in the Vent Stack Piping
Mme basic properties useful in carrying out the experimental work reported
herein are listed for oonvenient reference. In Table 2-1, the fuel's mast common
name, the chemical name (Internal; nal Union of Chemistry nnmenclature), chemical
formula, and molecular weight are listed. Some of these fuels p ossess other com-
"ion or trade names in c- ,mmerce, but the listed name:3 shelild be adequate to identify
the material completely.
In Table 2-2, basic flame properties are listed (Reference 2-12). The atoi-
ohlometric air/fuel ratio is the minimum mass of air needed to burn the fuel to
carbon dioxide and water. The laminar burning velocity is the maximum value
rep^,rted for the fuel burning in air at 25°C and one atmosphere :;f pressure. The
equivalence ratio (defined as the rati- )." the stoichiometric air/fuel ratio to
the actual air/fuel rati,)) at which the maximum burning velocity is observed is
tabulated next. The critic-al diameter fi-r flame quenching is reported for two
z--f
Figure 4-5. A Propagating Flame Penetrates a Damaged Screen Flame
Arrester and Accelerates in the Piping
conditions: the first is at stoichiometric eir/fuel ratio, and the second is at
the minimum cf the quenching diameter-equivalence ratio curve. For all practical
purposes, the equivalence ratio for minimum quenching diameter coincideas with the
equivalence ratio for maximum burning velocity. The spontaneous ignition tempera-
ture as determined in an ASTM test is given. The equivalence ratio for the lean
fla:r.ability limit for upward propagation in a closed tube is listed. These *values
are wer than the flammability limit for downward propagation, hence are more
conservative for estimating conditions for ignition in the flame arrester teats.
Reported values are under temperature conditions where fuel-vapor/air mixtures
can be obtained, and one atmosphere pressure.
Table 2-1. Pr-)pertiee of Selected Fuels
('owun Nnmr	 Chemical Name	 Formula	 M,leculnr tdeight
Acetaldehyde lthanal CH3CHO 44.053
Butane n-Butane C4H10 58.1,3
Diethyl	 ether Ethoxy ethane (C2H5)20 74.122
Ethylene Ethene C 2 H 4 28.054
Gasoline
— C81115.44 111.44
Methyl alcohol Methanol CH3OH 32.042
Propane Propane C 3 
H 8 44.096
Toluene Methyl benzene C6H5CH1 92.1140
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SECTION III
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
A.	 GENERAL
All testing for this progran, was performed at the B-;h and facility of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratcry's Edwards Test Station. The P-Staid test area contains
an air compressor system, fuel system, fuel vaporizer and condenser I"op, fuel
and air induction system, facility piping, test flame chamber, and an exhaust-
burn sta.-k. The test facility flow system schematic diagrams are shown in Fig-
ures 3-1 ad 1-2. Table 3-1 gives a description of the symbols used in the
schematic diagrams. A detailed description of the major portion of this tent
facility, is given in Reference 2-10. Some modifications and additions were made
to incorporate gaseous-type fuels, flashback flame testing, and sustained burning
testing for this program.
The following, is a brief description of the various facility systems includ-
ing the modifications and new additions.
A.	 AIR COMPRESSOR SYSTEM
A new multistage centrifugal turbine air compressor was installed, which is
rated fur 11.3 m 3 /min (400 indicated cfm) at 41.4 kN/m2 (6.0 psid). It is driven
by a 14.9-kW (20-hp) electrical motor. Air flow in the 10.2-cm- ( 14-in.-) diameter
pipe system is controlled by a remotely operated metering valve and a remotely oper-
ated bypass valve. Flow rate is measured using a Meriam Laminar Flow Element (LFE).
c'.	 FUEL SYSTEM
Two parallel systems provide a variety of either liquid or gaseous fuels.
Liquid fuel was supplied by a nitrogen gas pressurized tank with a capacity of
0.049 m 3
 (13 gal) and a working pressure of 6895 kN/m` (1000 psia). Fuel flaw
was controlled by a remotely operated metering valve and measured with a turbine-
type flowmet.er. Gaseous fuel was supplied from a manifold containing two type-lA
shipping cylinders having the crbined volume of 0.0876 m 3 (3.08 ft 3 ). The normal
delivery pressure was 9274 kN/m- (1200 psi%). Gas flow was controlled by a
remotely ,operated pressure regulator and measured with a precision-bored sonic
orifice. The fuel gas temperature was stabilized for flow measurement using a
water bath preheater.
D.	 FUEL VAPORIZER AND CONDENSER LOOP
All fuels were either vaporized or preheated with a remotely regulated elec-
trical heat exchanger before injection into the flowing air stream. A pneumatically
operated three-way valve energized to the RUN position directed the heated fuel
into the fuel injection manifold. W;.th the valve in the CONDENSER position, the
heated fuel was directed into a water bath heat exchanger where most of the
3-1
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TnI ?e ';-1.	 :symbols rinf 1`osoriptI, ns T' ,r F1 ow Syntem :'chemntl . • N i•-rRr
Uescri1,ti^,n
Manual globe valve
Electric solenoid operated valve
h1
Electric motor operated valve
Electric motor operated ball valve
Air piston operated ball valve
® One-way flow check valve
Pressure relief'  safety valve
eDome pressure regulator valve
Manual set pressure regulator valve
Electric motor operated pressure
LJ^^JJ regulator valve (dome leader)
Pressure rupture disc assembly
©	 Pressure gage
a	 Voltmeter transducer-
FA-1	 Ammeter transducer
17
	 Temperature transducer
PXX I
	
Pressure transducer
FXX	 Flame sensnr transducer
S
F.lowmeter•
 transducer
SAO
vaporized fuels were reliquified and collected in a ot,rage tank. The noncondens-
able fuels were vented thr,)ugh the collector tank tc> a burn stack for disposal.
FUEL AND AIR INDUCTI SYSTEM
Fuel was infected into the air stream tliruugh a seven-tube manifold in the
10.2-cm- (4-in.-) diameter piping. A four-element Knmax motioaless mixer induced
turbulent mixing of the fuel/air mixture. F:ur low-pressure rupture discs and it
one-way flow check valve in the piping, provided protectfun against utiavui Liable
back pressure spikes caused by flame flashbacks in the facility piping. A photo-
graph -)f the combined air, fuel, vap-rizer, condenser, and induction system is
given in Figure 3-3.
FACILITY PIPING
fuel./air mixture was delivered to the test section throurh 1 3.8 m (78 ft)
.^ru-strong 15.2-cm- (6- in. - ) diameter piping. A detailed description of
us sections of this piping is given in Reference 2-10. Briefly, the facility
p, contains instrumentation ports for mounting temperature, pressure, an^i
• al flame-sensing transducers. The inlet end of this piping is securely
ed into a thrust butt to withstand any pipe line detonations. There is a
-pressure pipe transition section in the inlet that houses a spiral-wound,
C ,
	alnleos-steel ribbon arrester. This arrester quenches any propagating
1'	 det nations that penetrate int> the 1's^ility piping from the test sec-
t	 tie hydrogen/air spark igniter wry:; removed from the inlet igniti(,n section
Fuel, Var
	
er,	 .Tenser, and Induction
.and
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+)F' P:1()K QUALM
ated to the new flame* test chamber,
 at the exit end -)f the facility pipirrK.
...Lreeus section and the vir' »,ountinR adapturs for the flashback flame arresters! at the 	 flame chamber. The flame sensores and pressureIn Y'	
unted in the witness erection to record penetra-
ter^.
ie r'.lashback f1wne testa were performed in a new test chamber that wars fab-
,ed and installed on R-Stand facility as shown ill Figure 3-5.
-Izontr
	
-north of Palvarlixed, corrugated pipe, 2.44 m
	
the chamber is
m (j l+ ft.) in length. and 1 4 , j	 (96 in. 	 in ^,utsidemm (0.168 in.) thick, with 6.78- xx 0.50-in.) helical corrugations. The open ends of the chamber
rei
	 by welding on rolled angle rings, 5.1 x 5.1 x 0.64 cm (') x G xn..) .	
tinnal rolled angle rings covered with black polyethylene sheeting.
, nsors and Pressure Sensors Mounted on the
Section Piping
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"it7ure 3-`>. Full-Scale F'lcune Test Chamber Irwitalled
on R-Stand
X0.006 in.) thick and banded into place, were "sed us frangible diaphragms
t	 *he open chamber ends. This served two purposes: the dark environment
enhan	 t.1on picture photography of the flame front, and the clored chamber
eliminat	 .•persion of the fuel/air mixture that might have been caused by L)cal
winds.	 the mixture in the chamber was ignited, the heat and increased pres-
sure fr, -he burning mixture blew out the diaphragms.
The interior suri'aoe of the chamber was painted flat black to aid photography.
viewing port near the upstream end of the chamber was used to take motiai,
res of flame propagation. Reference light ports in the wall opposite the
.:,ora were used to indicate distances slung the flame path. Instrumentation in
• he test chamber included four pressure sensors mounted, equispaced, on the wall
:long the horizontal center line. Seven t'iume sens,,rs were originally mounted,
equispaced, along the horizontal center line apposite the pressure c;ensOrs. How-
ever, early in the program, the flame sensors were relocated to the top center
line of the chamber for a better viewing.. Position cif the stratified flame t'ront.
Five thermocouples were used to measure pas temperatures within the chamber.
actions of the pressure, temperature, and flame sensors are shown in the
-iematic drawing Figure 3-2.
,%ih . , i Alih IGNITER
!ion of the fuel /air mixture in the test chwnber wits accompli.+bed with
EL hycir , ii air spark Igniter. This i t.niter resembled a small racket engine.
where	 ' ursecting bets of hydrogen has and air were united by it spark plug in
the bit s
 a f the combustion chamber. The resulting flame wait directed vertically
upward through a short nozzle f, , r a nominal duration of 200 m.;. The igniter
it; , iemhl icay were built into the end of a 1.1-m- (3.5-ft.-) long section of 5.08-om-
- . - dituneter pipe mounted into fittings on the bottom of the test chamber.
:,e p,.iut location of the ignition flame was ,lust below the axial center l ine of
the chamber. There were three possible locations for the i trniters: (1) upstreaan
near the test arrester, (2) midehamber, and (3) downstream at the chamber exit..
Only the upstream and downstream ig.titer position were used during the test pro-
gram. When the downstream igniter position wits used ,
 the frangible di ,tphratm on
the chwnber exit was s hielded from the fltune by a sheet of aluminiun covering
iipproximately 140% of the total exit area. The alLuninum shield delayed the rupture
this diaphragm until the flame had traversed the length of the chatr+ber to
reach the test arreater on the inlet end. This delay made It possible to obtain
od quality motion pictures of the flame impinging on the arrester bet'ore the
:rur.l	 was exposed to ambient light through the ruptured diaplrrt-4!ms. A ph,^t
' I II	 the downstream igniter and flame shield are shown in F'ieure 3-6.
EXHAUST-BURN STACK
An exhaust-burn stack was required for this test facility in c^)mplianrr with
air p,^llution regulat.i^)ns covering' the controlled release of hydrocarbon vapors.
'1'h i s was acco npl i shed by instal I i ng it 1.22-m (4-ft. ) length of 30.5-cm (12-In. )
!;ameter pipinf, ( ,n n vertically directed pipe elbow at the exit enLi of the flfune
1 1:ber. The pipe contained a ducted fan and damper valve to control Lire exhaust
which, in turn, maintained at.m.)cphe ric pressure in the test chattiber prier
:gnition. Spiral-wound, crimped metal ribbon arresters were attached to both
^drt of the exhaunt stack assembly to prevent the propagation of flame into the
piping. A eras sample rake was Installed ,Just downstream of the inlet t'lame
arrester. The fuel/air mixture sample taken at this location was fed into tin
on-line total hydrocarbon analyser. The sample line was closed by a solenoid
operated valve dust prior to ignition to protect tile analyser. At the top of
the vertical stack, it shielded natural gas fired burner aisposed of all combust-
it le exhaust products. A photograph of the exhaust-burn stack assembly and the
frangible diaphragm at the exit of the flame chamber is shown in Fi,rure 1-7.
,1.	 SUSTAINED BURNING TEST FACILITY
The 1'actlity pipin f: was modified after completion of the flame chamber test-
ing to reloc•ate the flame arrester test assembly out to an open area for the sus-
tained burtilag tests. Two pipe elb.)ws were inserted just. upstream of the witness
section to lower and turn the piping 90 deg away from the supporting structure.
Another pipe elbow was inserted between the downstream end of the witness section
end the arrester test assembly; this elbow directed the exhaust flow vertically
as shown in Figure 3-8. The gas sample rake for the hydrocarbon analyser wits
Isert.ed between the flanges upstream of the test section. Ignition wits
I	 -8
it	 •.ream Location of the Hydrogen/Air Spark
-r and Flame Shield
mounted ,.n the downstream face of the test flame
stalled at various locations in the test assembly
,.,_„y_'^ac. k from the sustained flame at the surface
of the arrest	 r	 a and a television camera were set up to
record and motif:	 Ilt-	 _:_,	 ring testing.

Figure 1-8. Sustained Burning Arrester Assembly
Test Facility
Oi^ICI*::tl, f)
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SECTION IV
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTR()I«g
..3ERAL DW)CRIPTION
All instrumentation and controla at k-Stand facility were remotely operated
,urd mr^nit , red. Test system parameters were measured at the test site using elec-
trical transducern with their signals conducted to the blockhouse for conditioning,
recording , and display. Location and identification of all principal instrumen-
tation parameters and controls are shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Table 4-1 iri it
listing of' the nomenclature for all instrumentation and calculated parrunet.ers.
'Test system parameters were divided into two gruurs: (1) steady - state (l , w-
spee(i), and (2) transient -state ( high-speed) data. Steady-state data includes
all the measured and calculated parameters for the air system, fuel system, fuel
vap o rizer itrcd condenser loop, fuel / air induction system, hydrocarbon analyser,
and the pre- and poattest pressure loss measured across the test arrester.
Transient -state data includes the measured and calculated flame speeds and Leak
pressures developed in the test flame chamber and facility piping, and the suc-
cess or failure of the experimental flame arrester.
Steady- state data was recorded and calculated on the JPL-developed Integrated
Digital Acquisition and Controls System MAC) with back-up by the new Edwards
Digital Acquisition and Control System (EDAC). Transient-:state data was recordedl
on two high-frequency FM tape recorders and played back on an oscillograph at an
expanded time scale. Flame speeds and peak pressures were manually scaled and
calculated from the oscillograph traces. Flame speeds in the test chamber were
also estimated from the high- speed motion picture films.
All critical control functions were either manually positioned on the con-
trolu console or automatically operated by the preset sequence timer. Thene
operations were selectively recorded using; electrical contact closures on IDAC,
EDAC, FM tape, or a second high-speed oscillograph. Two strategically placed
television (TV) cameras, with video displays in the blockhouse, monitored the
fuels system area and the test flame chamber. Two high-speed motion picture
camerno also recorded events both inside and outside the test flame chamber during
the actual test firings. Visual coverage and controlled access to the test area
were maintained by a srifety monitor in an observation tower located over the
blockh-use.
A detailed description of the instrumentation and controls system is Riven
In Reference ?-10. Modifications and new additions that were made to the systems
for this test program are described in the following paragraphs.
A.	 STEADY-STATF ')ATA
The EDAC system is a new digita: instrument recently installed at. ETS. It
was still in the process of functional the-_kout at the time of this program, so
it was used as a backup steady-state data computing and recording system for the
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Stead;, - . 'tat@	 t s,
f artmet. o r s	 ,qr.)	 Description
kti, m;,	 , :y ip,) Air flowmeter inlet pressure
k"t/m`	 kpsid) Air flowmeter differential pressure
°C	 (OF) AIr flowmeter temperature
MUM	 (pRig) Fuel tank pressure
!'!•• 1' °C	 (;F) FUCI Lana temix-rature
kN/tu;	 (psig) Fuel tank dame loader pressure
kN /di	 (psig) Fuel line pressure
°C	 ( O F) Fuel line temperature
Hz G• ps) F'ue.l flowmeter frequency
rkil'' kN/m3 (psig) Gaseous fuel pressure
')PG kN/m	 (psid) Gaseous fuel differential pressure
°C	 (°F) (iaaeous fuel temperature
kN/m2 (psig) Fuel vaporizer outlet pressure
'rv1 °C	 (°F) Fuel vaporizer outlet temperature
^V:' °C	 (°F) Fuel vaporizer core temperature
°C	 (°F) Fuel
	 infector inlet, temperature
kN/m"'	 (psig) Fuel/air mixer outlet pressure
°C	 (°F) Fuel/air mixer outlet temperature
,LF °C	 (°F) Fuel condenser inlet temperature
'Cl °C	 (°F) Feel condenser outlet temperature
WW1 °C	 (°F) Coolant wetter inlet temperature
ItiJ:' °C (°F) Coolant water outlet temperature
P1 kN/m2 (psig) Inlet tee pressure
% °C	 (°F) Inlet tee temperature
pi ll kN/m2 (psig) Inlet section pressure
P21 kN/m2 (psig) Stabilizer section pressure
:11 kN/m2 (psig) Witness section inlet pressure
P72 kN/m4 (psig) Witness section center pressure
P73 kN/m2 (psig) Witness section exit pressure
s	 (sec) Inlet section flame sensor
s	 (sec:) Stabilizer section flame sensor
r;l s	 (mec) Witness section inlet flame sensor
172 s	 (sec) Witness section center flame sensor
i,'(3 s	 (sce) Witness section exit. flame sensor
DP81 kN/m2 (psid) Flame chamber differential pressure. St.s.	 1
DP83 Win' (paid) Flame chamber differential pressure. Stn.	 3
D1185 kN/m" (psid) Flame chamber differential pressure, Sta.	 5
V87 kN/m2 (psid) Flame chamber differential pressure, Sta.	 7
F81 s	 (sec) Flame chamber flame sensor, Sta. 1
F82 s	 (sec) Flame chamber flame sensor. Sta. 2
F83 s	 (sec) Flame chamber flame sensor, Sta. 3
8 !< s	 (sec) Flame chamber flame sensor, Sta. b
s	 (see) Flame chamber flame sensor, Stn. 5
s	 (sec) Flame chamber flame sensor, Sta. 6
F87 (sec) Flame chamber flame sensor, Sta. 7
Table 4-1. Instrumentation and Calculated Test Parameter Nomenclature
(Continuation 1)
Jt4-n'iy-:;Late Units,
PNrv..merters S. I .	 (Engr.) Description
T74 °C	 (°F) Witness section exit temperntu -e
T81 °C	 (°F') Test arrester inlet temperat.ur,
TIU °C (°F) Upstream igniter flame temperature
TID °C	 (`F) Downstream igniter flame temperature
TCH °C	 (°F) Flame chamber roof temperature
TCL °C (°F) Flame chrinber lover temperature
'rCM °C	 (°F) Flame ch.%mber metal temperature
T91 °C (°F) Exhaust stack inlet temperature
T9' °C	 (''F) Exhaust stack exit temperature
HCA % Exhaust stark total hydrocns • bon nnalyslc
PA1 kN/m;	 (psig) Test arrester inlet pressure
DPAl kN/m2	 (paid) Test arrester differential preosurf-pretest
DPA." kN/m	 (paid) Teat arrester differential pressure-posttest
PAMB kN/m2 (psis) rest	 areH itinblent	 pretinur e -
Calcul rated Units.
Phrameters S.I.	 (F.ngr.) Description
MA kfr,lh	 (lb/h) Air mns:i	 flow
MF kg/h (lb/h) Liquid fuel mass flow
A/F ratio Air mass flow to liquid fuel mass fl 	 w ratio
MFC1 kg/h (lb/h) Gaseous; fuel mast; flow
A/FG ratio Air mass	 flow to gaseous fuel mass i'l.ow ratio
ratio Equivalence ratio
VA m/s	 (ft/sec) Air flow velocity through 15.2-om (6.0-in.-)
diameter pipe
FXX-FYY m/s (ft/sec) Average flame speed between two adjacent flame
sensors
;X-Sy m/s (ft /sec) Average flame speed between two ridjacent light
ports or a light port and the teat Rrr p st -r
obtained from the motion pictures
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ystern, which it will eventually replace. The heart of the EDAC in a
	
t • .a	 • Ll Nova 3D computer. It has a maxim ,am recording rat ,
 up to 20,000
	All	 second. At this time only 120 channels are assigned to the B-Stand
'he calibration sequence, EDAC records the counts each calibration
assigned channel rind then uses thr,se counts, along with the
-eduction eq,iat.ion, to calculate the engineering units for each
'he computer also performs calculations such as averaging, poly-
•id general f(;rm equations involving two or more input channels. Other
► '	 :apabilitie3 include totalizers, period counters, parallel data, anti
)sure time tafrged to the nearest millisecond.
puts data on magnetic tape, line printers, and video monitors. The
s are used for record storage, from which posttest playbacks of input
Dud enlculatlens are made to the line printer. The line printer
parameters with channel identifteation, engineering units, and time.
programmable for maximum output at points of interest. The video
on-line real-time displays of up to 10 parameters with channel
iaenti	 . engineering units, and contact closure status. These displays
c. an be	 rctv4 from 6 prepr,;gr • r+.mmed pages. High and low limits can be assigned
pu ;arame•ters. The limit ( )utput signal is capable of operating control
1 s .,r sounding al f ► rms within 10 milliseconds f exceeding a limit.
'.atie<uR steady-state data from both the IDAC and EDAC systems were very
c	 , although not exactly alike. This discrepancy is reportedly caused by
a	 :'ference in the time base for computer calculation between the two sys-
tem:	 t cannot be resolved. The EDAC system when totally operational will
rep]	 IDAC as the primary data system for follow-on programs.
TRANSIENT-STATE DATA
e sensors that could withstand repeated exposure to ambient light
sens"
	 to the light-blue color of hydr a)carbon flame had to
	a_	 the flashback flame chamber. The Du Mont Type 6291 photomulti-
	
;e,	 i as flame sensors in the facility piping were not suitable
• ause the phosphorescent coating on the detector can be deteriorated by bright
. , light. Photovoltaic type detectors, similar to those rep,,rted in Reference 2-3
d, not have this sensitivity, were used instead. They are the EG and G
HUV-1000B silicon photovoltaic detectors that have a spectral range from
i to 11500 A (200 to 1150 Nm) with a maximum response at 9000 ^ (900 Nm) and
a rt.rsperosivity of 12 x 107 volts/watt. Operational amplifiers were built to the
specifications and circuitry suggested by EG and G. The detector and amplifier
were as:;embled in a weather-tight aluminum box with a phototube viewing port
.*wining a single front collimating slot. The distance from the collimating
the detector could be varied to optimize the viewing angle and detector
signu strength. Although the rise-time response of the photovoltaic detector is
somewhat slower than the photomultiplier tube, 1.5 microseconds compared to 50
nanoseconds, it is mere than adequate for detecting the expanding atmospheric
flame front in the flame chamber.
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1:.	 r,,	 were luitially installed at 0.61-m (2-ft)
intervii... a. :.^! the :. rl: 	 c<:.I.erline of the flame chamber,. They were later
relocated to the chamber centerline when motion pictures of flame propagation
:showed the flame illumination intensity varying unpredictably from tol , to bottom
In the chamber. It is believed this is caused by gravitational stratifice!tion of
'he fuel;'air mixture after it leaves the facility piping. The flame detector's
verhead view, looking ktown into the propagating flame front, resulted in more
reliable !'lame speed measurements.
Flame chamber peak pressure rise was measured with four Statham Model PM 5
TC :iifferential pre:;sure-type transducers mounted at 1 .:'2-m ( )4-ft) interval:
along the horizontal centerline , )f the chamber. it wa: intended that these pres-
sure sensors measure the pressure rise at the chamber wall, during the passage of
the flame fr tit. In actual practice, they simultaneously sensed the rise in
chamber pre:.oure from the spherically expanding, ball of flame up to the point of
chamber diaphragm rupture. The resulting, resonance from this pressure spike in
the chamber masked any evidence of flame passage past the individual pressure
sensors.
Three flame sensors and three pressure sensors mounted at 0.31-m (1-ft)
Intervals on opposite sides of the witness section piping were used to record
flashback flame penetration through the test arresters. Two of these flame seci-
sors were a photomultiplier tube type and one was a photovoltaic type. The pres-
sure :.ensors were all quartz-crystal piezoelectric-type transducers flush-mounted
to the inside wail. in addition, there was a similar combination of flame sensor
and pressure sensor in both the inlet Igniter section and stabilizer section of
the facility piping to record flame propagation up to these locations. An inlet
flame arrester stopped any further flame penetration beyond this point into the
induction system piping.
The signals from all flame sensors and pressure sensors located in the flame
chamber and facility piping were recorded on two high-frequency FM tape recorders
and the on-line oscillograph. A 100-Hz coded tine pulse and the :.pa*k igniter-
current were also recorded and used as reference points for test initiation and
time oo rrelation between the various recorders. A typical example of transient-
state data f r the flame chamber sensors recorded can the FM tape and playback on
an oscillograph with an expanded time base is shown in Figure 4-1.
The EDAC system was used as the principal recorder for the thermal soak-back
data measured by thermocouples installed on the flame arresters during sustained
l'urning tests. Recorded at millisecond scan intervals, the data was time edited,
played back, and printed at time intervals ranging from 5 to 120 seconds, depend-
ing ,)it the length of test and the transient-state of the data. Video displays of
this real-time flame arrester temperature data were monitored during the test to
identify flame penetration. this was later confirmed by data from the flame sen-
s,.)rs and pressure sensors in the witness section piping that was recorded on FM
magnetic tape and played back or, the oscil.lograph.
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D.	 SAS-SAMPLE ANALYSIS SYSTM
The ras - ::ample analysis system used fcr this program is describer in detail
In Reference 2-10. Briefly, it is an on-line system that utilizes a Beeman Model
1+00 T,,tal Hydr, carbon Analyser instrument combined with u .111, desieneo and fabri-
cated air diluti,m and calibration system. The analyser automaticall} and c:'n-
tinuously measures the concentration of hydrocarbon in a flowing gas :oiple.
i.tilizing the flame ionization method of detection. It. was calibrate: usint- pry
pane (C3H8) and air mixtures. To analyse other hydrocarbon fuel and air mixtures,
the number of carbon atoms per molecule of fuel had to be in a ratite tr that of
propane. A flow system schematic drawing of the complete gas-sample unalysi:z
system is shown in Figure 4-2. A listing of the fuels and their pruperties that
are used in this program is given in Tables 2-1 and -2.
The hydrocarbon gas analyser was located as close to the test flame chamber
as practi .^.al to minimize response time. It was placed in a steal-walled protec-
tive enclosure adjacent to the exhaust-burn stack. The gas sample rake was
installed in the inlet elbow of the exhaust-burn stack. A three-way solenoid
valve provided it gaseous nitrogen purge through the sample rake when n)t in use.
Analyser response time after activation of the three-way sample valve was approx-
imately ^J seconds. Figure 3-7 is a photograph of the protective encl,sure
housing the gas analyser located next to the exhaust-burn stack.
F.	 PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA
Twn motion picture cameras were used to record every test firing. One
camera was positioned outside the flame chamber with a view of the entire test
section assembly. Operating at 32 frames per second, this camera recorded the
rupture of the flame chamber diaphragms and the extent of the emitted flame plume.
The ,ther camera was positioned adjacent to '.he flame chamber observation window
with a view of the inside of the cheilber, including the upstream igniter and the
downstream face of the test arrester. Figure 4-3 is a photograph of this camera
installation. Operating at 100 frames per second, it was possible with this
camera to record the propagating flame front inside the charrlor. Four light
parts, equally spaced on the opposite wall, provided reference points for deter-
mining distance traveled. A schematic drawing of the flame-chamber camera instal-
lation is shown in Figure 4-4. The distances traveled by an expanding spherical
flame, when viewed by the camera, are indicated between each au,jacent light pert,
and from the light port in line with the igniter to the face of each of the t')ur
flame arrester test assemblies. By counting the number of motion picture frames
re q uired for the flame front to traverse these known path lengths, the lapse
time was estimated and the average flame speed was calculated. The flame speeds
obtained by this method will not necessarily agree with these calculates from
the flame sensor data, because of the different sight locations at.; viewing
angles, but they are of tha same order of magnitude. Figure 4-5 is a selected
series of six photographs taken from test motion picture film showinf; a toluene/
air flame propagation from ignition to sustention on the downstream face of the
dual 2"0-mesh screens arrester. Figure 4-6 is & similar series of photographs
showing a toluene/air flame propagation from ignition to penetration irito the
open ended fa,-ility piping,, causing an eruption of flame from the pipe.
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(b) 37.8 to 93.3*C (100 to 200°F)	 n t 1.4%
(c) 93.7 to 148.9. 1- (200 to 300°F)	 t 0.85%
(d) 148.9 to 204.4 . 1- (300 to 400°F) n t o.65%
(e) 204. 1 ► to 276.70 C (400 to 530°F)	 t 0.49%
(f) 276.7 to 12601- (530 to 2300°F) 	 t 0.43%
(4) Uncertainty for air-veloety or• air-mass-flow calculations to 11.82%
cf value.
(5) Uncertainty for liquid-fuel-mass-i'low calculation is tl.93% of value.
(6) Uncertainty for gaseous-fuel-mass-flow calculation is 12.88+ of value.
(7) Uncertainty for calculated air-to-liquid-fuel mixture ratio and
equivalence ratio is 12.65% of value.
(8) Uncertainty for calculated air-to-gaseous-fuel mixture rati and
equivalence ratio is 23.43.
Using the uncertainties listed above, the maximum uncertainty that can be
expected for the measured and calculated steady-state test parameters associated
with the average value at standard test conditions are listed in Table 14 -2.
The transient.-state data were recorded on an Ampex Model FF 2200 and an
Ampex Model FH 3020 high-frequency FM tape recorders. Photovoltaic detector flame
sensors were the primary instruments used to determine flame speeds. Strain-
gauge-type differential pressure transducers were the primary instruments used
to measure peak pressure rise in the flame chamber. Flame, ser;or and pressure
sensor test data, along, with pre- and posttest calibrations recorded on the FM
tapes, were played back on an oscillograph at an expanded time base. The follow-
ing is an analysis of the uncertainties associated with transient-state data
assured with a 95% (2v) probability.
(1) The uncertainty of flame chamber peak-pressure rise measur<:n:ent is
15.85% of transducer range.
(2) The uncertainty of calculated fla,ne sensor f1wna speed measurement is
±5.45% of value.
(3) The uncertainty of calculated photographic flame speed measurement is
110.07% of value.
The maximum uncertainty that can be expected for measured and calculated
parameters associated with the averaged values of flasl;back flame speed and peak
pressure rise in the test flame chamber at standard test conditions are listed
in Table 4-2.
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Table ).-'. Maximum Uncertainty for Measured and •'alculated
Earametern at,	 the Standard Test Conditl,^n
} rir-+mf ter Symbol Uncertainty
,!ady-,	 ftte	 Dnt.a
Air flo meter inlet pressure PBO !0.27 kN/m2 (10.039 psig)
Air flowmeter differential	 pressure DPO 10.0083 kN/m2 (!0.0012 ps)
Air flowmeter exit temperature TO1 il.iOC	 (12.8°F)
quid fuel ?ine pressure PFI, 114.0 kN/m`	 (:u.0 psig)
g 1 iid fuel
	
line temperature TF'L 10.9°C	 (±2.'(°F)
;quid fuel flowmeter frequency F'MF• 10.8 Hz
6hseous fuel line pressure PGF 117.2 kN/m2 (tP-50 psig)
Qetseous fuel	 line teml-orature TGF 10.9°C (12.7°F)
T"st Krrester inlet pressure PA1 ±0.269 kN/m2
 (10.039 psig)
.•-at	 arrester differential pressure DPA ±8.3 N/m2 	(10.0012 paid)
..at area runbient pressure F AMH t0.'38 kN/m2	(!0.078 Pala)
,^I r- tar;ss	 flow MA i 1.90 kg/h (14.19 lb/'h)
Air velocity VA ±0.083 m/s	 (±0.27 ft/s)
Liquid-fuel-mrtss flow MY ±0.158 kg/h	 (10.35 lb/h)
Air to liquid-fuel-mass ratio A/F ±0.35
Gaseous-fuel-mass flow MFG t0.9'140 kg/h	 ,±0.529 IW O
Air to gaseous-fuel-mass ratio A/FG ±0.44
Equivalence ratio T ±0.04
Transient-State Data
Flame chamber peak pressure rise	 DPXX	 ±121 N/m2 (10.0176 psid)
Flame sensor flame speed	 F'XX-FYY	 ±0.19 m/s (±0.63 ft/s)
Phot.ogrrtph i c f 1 rune speed	 SX-SY	 #0-35 m/s (31.16 ft/9)
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:'FCTION V
'ms,r GVERATING PROCEDURES
A.	 CF'NF'RAL SAF'E'TY REQl1IRFMF2iTg
All test operating procedures involving fuel transfer, or performed with the
fuel ayste^n pressurized, required the safety tower operator to be 1. p-)sition,
monitor all communication on a headset, arid c,)ntrQ! access to the test area with
the safety states lighta. The test stand wits normally in a GREEN condition,
which permitted open access to all personnel. Fuel transfers and test prepara-
tions were performed in an AMAER condition, which restricted m.moperatirg pens<m-
nel to the w,^rksho^p area, unless permissicri was granted to enter tither areas. A
RED condition, which isolated the test stand and the surrounding desi, • nated Fire&
from all personnel, wits used during, actual test.
A minimum of two men war, required at the site during fuel transfers and
test preparations. Personnel safety equipment. included hard hats, face ah"ella,
gloves, fire retardant coverulls, and for a,)me fuels, breathing air systrms.
Additional safety equipment was available including safety showers, eye washes,
arid the Firex water deluxe system. Ail operations, except the replacement of the
flame ehhmber diaphragms and the changing of the test flame arrester, were per-
formed !rsing formal prucedures in the form of check lists, with individual pages
dated and timed, and with each step initialed by two persona witnessing tore event.
An ignition-completion key switch, which prcvented the actuation of the
!.ydrogen/air spark igniter except during checkouts and test operations, was
-ated at the test stand.
R.	 OPERATING PROCEDURE CHECK LISTS
'rhe following is a description of the operating procedure: and check lists
used in the flashback flame tests.
1.	 Pretest System Checkuuts
a. Pre limInary Check. This check confirmed proper installation of the test
item, instrumentati(,n and control cable connections, readiness ( +f the nitrogen
pressurant and purge system, selection of the proper fuel supply mode, requested
photographic coverage, and that the safety system was operational.
b. Electromechanical Checkouts. These checks examined, at the test stand,
the overall control system readines3 by individual cunfirmation of proper opera-
tion of each control in the blockhouse.
C.	 Sequence Timer/Emergency Circuit Checkout. This checkout uperated the
preset automatic sequence timer, without actual fuel flow, while recordinp, control-
element actuations on the facility oacillograph. Sequence times of the various
elements were measured and adjusted where necessary. The sequence was then
repeated, adding a shutdown with the emergency switch to confirm proper emergency
switch actuations.
-
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d.	 Leak Check. These checks provided a gaseous nitrogen oyster, loak ehe-k
,it maxtimm operating pressure for the fuel system. fuel vaporizer and condenser
loop, fuel inductl n system, and the air compressor system.
NOTE:: The four checklist procedures described above were not performe.:
before each test, but were done when special circumstances, such as c.mponent
char►get;, malfunctions, or severe weather, were encountered.
Fuel Transfer Procedures
a. Propellant (fuel) Fill Check Lists. These procedures were provided for
transferring liquid fuels from their storage containers into the test stand fuel
supply tank. Propane and butane were transferred via their own vapor pressure.
The other liquid fuels were transferred from drums by means of an air-motor-
driven pump. it was of =on to expect up to five separate tests in a (lay, each
of which required approximately 4.6 x 10- 3 m 3 (1 gall or fuel. Theref)re, the
fuel supply tank was topped off for each test day. The gaseous fuel system was
loaded by simply connecting new pressurized gas cylinders to the supply marl:' id.
b. Propellant (fuel) Offload. These transfers from the fuel supply tank
were nt-rmally returned to the appropriate stor ►we container. Small quantitieu
of propane Or butane could also be disposed of through the burn stack. Generally,
fuels from the vaporizer/condenser loop remaining in the collector tank were not
suitable for recycling and were disposed of as waste. It was necessa •y to empty
the collector tank after every two days of testing.
Test Preparations
The lest Preparations Check Lists for instriunentation and test systems were
completed concurrently on the day of testing. In the blockhouse, all pateliboard
connections were completed and instrumentation was setup. An end-to-end instru-
mentation r-ystem calibration was performed. At the teat stand, various safety
check and facility setups were made: condenser cooling water was turned On, the
hydrocarbon analyzer was put in Operation, and the hydrogen and air gas pressures
were adjusted for the igniter. At the control console, the air compressor was
started and the air flow adjusted by means of the air metering valve and the air
bypass valve. After the air system temperature and flow were stabilized at the
desired values, the test flame arrester pretest pressure loss was measured and
recorded.
The fuel vaporizer heater was activated, and nitrogen purge gas flawed
through the heater coils and into the condenser for the preheat cycle. The test,
stand safety condition was changed from GREEN to AMBER. The fuel supply tank was
pressurized with nitrogen up to the desired operating pressure. The vaporizer
heater nitrogen purge gas was turned off and fuel flow was metered at a low level.
The fuel flew was increased up to the desired test condition as the vaporizer
heater reached the operating temperature.
Final visual checks were made of the test stand area, and the ignition com-
pleticn key switch was turned on. All operating personnel evacuated the test
stand area and its safety condition was changed to RED.
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Blockhouse Preparation
hlo o khouse preparation began with a weather station confirmation of win'1
velocity Find direction and the local barometric pressure. Control console
circuits rc,r igniti,,n and emergency shutdown functions were armed and each si g-
nificant panel switch and its position confirmed. With all test personnel at
their operating positions, the test conditions wore reviewed and confirmed. A
pretest instrumentation calibration was recorded and the co unt4rnm pr cedure wile
begun.
5.	 Countdown
A typical "countdown" procedure follows:
(1) Ai, announcement was made over the public n1drese system to alert person-
nel in the general rtrea that a detonation may occur. Generally, the
detonation noise was very intense and sharp, capable of creating an
indirect hazard. A horn signal was also sounded.
The IDAC tape. EDAC tape. printer. Find oneilloproph were turned ON to b
S"LUW SPEED.
The hydrocarbon analyzer purge was turned OFF. allowing the arialyzor to
sample the fuel/air mixture flowing through the exhaust-burn stack.
The fuel mixer valve was changed to the RUN position, allowin g fue, to
flow to the test pipin ►,, f, .r the first time in the test sequence. The
burn-stack-purge valve was opened to sweep nut combustible gases from
the collector tank vent line. The oscillot • raph was turned OFF.
As the fuel/air mixture traveled through the facility piping and into
thW flame chamber, the hydrocarbon analyzer responded with a steadily
in,?reaning signal. The countdown timer was then stepped for a HOLD
period, while fuel f1c ,w and air flow were confirmed or adjusted, if
necessary. During flame chamber testing, the time required for the
mixture ratio of chamber exhaust gas to reach the desired level ranged
f-om 2 to 27 minutes due to differences in chamber temperature, fuel
density. and :low-through characteristics in the test chamber.
When the COUNTDOWN was resumel, the IDAC tape. EDAC tape, and printr-r
were switched to CONTINUOUS MODE and the oscillograph and movie camera
were turned 011. The vaporizer heater was turned OFF (flame chamber
tests only) t( prevent electrical switching noise on the data traces
during the t^r5t. The high-frequency FM tape recorder was turned ON.
The hydrocarbon a lyzer purge was turned ON, again isolating, it fr,)m
the test system to protect it from possible pressure pulse damage.
ti) Valves were actuated to the CLOSED position to isolate the low-pressure
transducer from possible pressure pulse damage.
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The igniter was ARMED by a console switch and the oscillogri+ph was
switched to HIGH :'FEED.
(10) The sequence timer was turned ON. This caused the igniter , to fire for
300 ms.	 flame chamber tests, the hydr-gen and air valves for the
igniter were opened ani the transformer energizing the spark plug was
powered simultaneously. Actual duration f the flame was 150 to 200 ms.
For sustained burning tests, only the transformer energizing the spark
electrode igniter was p-)wered for 300 ms.
(11) At the r:nd (,t' the desired test time, the test was terminated by oper-
ating the 1-14ERGENCY CUTOFF switch. For flame chamber tests, this
occurred five seconds after ignition. For sustained burning tests,
this ( ,ccurred thirty minutes after ignition or when flame penetrati,2n
occurred. The EMFRGENCY CUTOFF switch triggered the foll ywing events:
fuel mixer valve was switched from RUN to CONDENSE position, vaporizer
purge was turned )N, vaporizer heater was turned OFF (sustained burning
tests only), fuel tank outlet valve (liquid) was CLOSED, and fuel
cylinder outlet, valve (gaseous) was CLOSED.
(12) The igniter was UNARMED, the oscillograph changed to LOW SPEED, and the
hiF,h-frequency tape turned OFF.
(13) The fuel metering, valve was CLOSED and the movie camera was turned OFF.
(14) Fuel supply tank pressure transducers were vented and a posttest cali-
brate was perf()rmed on the instrumentation.
(15) Fuel supply tank pressure transducers and the test arrester pressure
transducers were reopened to the test system and all instrumentation
was turn^d OFD'.
(16) Compressor air flow was maintained to purge residual fuel and combustion
by-pr ,.)ducts from the test piping.
sttest
The posttest procedure included a visual inspection of the test stand. The
test stiuid safety condition was changed to AMBER. Reentering personnel inspected
all rupture disc assemblies, and replaced discs as required. The posttest flame
arrester pressure less was measured and recorded. Chamber diaphragms were
replaced for repeats of flame chamber tests.
It' a repeat test was to be made, the hydrocarbon analyzer was checked out.
Test Preparation Pr,cedure would then be restarted from the point of turning
the air compressor.
.lowing the last test of the day, posttest end-ti-end calibration of the
I .ntation system was made. Fuel in the induction system was pushed back
..e supply tank and the system thoroughly purged with nitrogen gas.
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iiately after each test, the data recorded on the FM tape recorder was
playeu	 ,A onto a quick-look oscillograph at an expanded time scale of 8 to 1.
This data told the test conductor that he did or did not Frei, ignition, that the
flame arrester quenched the flame, or that the flame penetrated through. If the
flame arrester was penetrated and the flame speed was high, a playback record was
made (A' the FM tape data at an expanded time scale Of 32 to 1 f-r greater reso-
lution. 'These rec , >rd:; were then analyzed to determine flame speeds and peak
pressure rise data.
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'PION VI
FACILITY CHECKOUT TESTS
A.	 SU13SCALE FLAME. CHAMBER TESTS
A series of tests were made to check out facility systems installed specifical-
ly for the flashback flame tests. The initial tests wore mad- in a subscale fiarre
chamber wnile the full-scale chamber was being fabricated. These tests were (—n-
ducte-1 to evaluate the new hydrogen/air spark igniter system, the operating- i)r
eedures required to fill an enlarged chamber with a c:-,mbustibl., fuel/air mixturt,
that could be verified with measurements on the t( ,tal hydrocarbon analyeer, the
ef'f'ectiveness of the frangible plastic chamber diaphragms, arid, finally, the
extent and nature of the problems associated with the flame plume emitted fr,m
both ends of the test chamber following the diaphra, ,,m rupture.
The subscale chamber shown in Figure 6-1 was made from an existing, piece
of steel pipe 0.91 m (3 ft.) in diameter and 2.13 m (7 ft.) long. It was mounted
oii supports at the exit end of the facility piping. A commercial Pres-Va g• screen-
flame arrester housing was installed down s t.r'earrl of the witness se(., t.1-n for these
check-out tests. Frangible diaphragms made f'r^,m 6-mil-thick bl- k p,,lyethyiene
plastic sheeting covered bath ends of the chamber. A nominal 15.2-cm- (6-ir,.-)
.-imeter hole in the upstream diaphragm provided entrance for the fuel /air mixture,
;;,d a nominal ( .6-cm- (3-in.-) di+uneter hole in the downstream diaphragm pr,,vided
the exhaust exit. The gas sampling probe for the hydrocn.rbon analyser was
positioned at the center of the downstream hole. The hydrogen/air spark igniter
was mounted on a length of pipe in the center of the chamber, such that the F int
of ignition was at the axial center line. A high-speed moti( , n picture camera
viewed the interic,r through a window port in the bottom of the flame chamber.
Seven test firinrts were made in the subscale flame chamber using gasoline/
air mixtures at an injection equivalence ratio ranging from 1.1 to 1.3 (A/F = 13.29
to 	 The injection velocity was 1.52 m/s (5 ft/s) through the 15.2- c m-
(6-in.-) diameter piping. Three tests were made with a dual 20-mesh ecreen
arrester installed in the Tres-Vac housing, and four were made with the arrester
screens removed. Energetic flames were recorded in the chamber when ignition was
made after the hydrocarbon analyser measured an equivalence rt,t.ic , of 0.7 (A/F =
c'O.Ob) or higher in the exhaust flew. The flames entered the piping on every test
where the screen arrester was removed. On the first two tests with the screen
arrester installed, the flames were quenched. However, on the last test the flame
did penetrate the dual 20-mesh screen arrester and enter the facility piping.
The motion picture data from this test shr)wed that the hydrogen/air • spark igniter
was still burning at the time the propagating flame entered the arrester housinr?.
This would have resulted in excessive flame speed that caused the arrester failure.
Posttest inspection revealed no damage to the screen arrester.
Bath chamber diaphragms ruptured and burned on all tests. The peak chamber
pressure rise rec,,rded ranged from 2.07 to 2.76 kN/m 2 (0.3 t- 0.4 psid). The visible
flame plume emitted from both ends of the chamber extended fr , r a distance of about.
1 m (3.3 ft.). Ail instrumentation and cabling within this area required flame
protective covering. The audible noise associated with diaphragm rupture was minimal.
Flashback flame in the facility piping did not produce detonati,-ns.
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Figure	 .scale F.airne Test Ct.
	
r Installation on B-Stand
FULL-SCALE FIr1ME CHAMBER TFSTS
The full-scale fiwne chamber is described in Subsection III-(, and shown in
Figure 3-5. Test fuel was :hanged from gasoline to commercial-grade propane for
these check-out tests. The injection equivalence ratio for propane/air mixture
was 1.1 W F i 14.26) at a flow vel)city of 1.52 m/s (5 ft/s). A total of' twenty-
ne flashback flame test firings were made with eleven different test configurations
see Appendix A, Test Configuration Log). The first thirteen test firings were -.lade
with the Tres-Vac dual 20-mesh screen arrester iastalled. Ignition and combustion
were obtained with propane/air mixtures when the hydrocarbon analyser indicated
an equivalence ratio of 0.6 (A/F = 19.60) or higher. With the igniter in the
downstream position, the propagating flame was quenched at the test arrester.
The flame sensors located adjacent to the igniter position recorded the initial
flame front, but their signals were dri^en off-scale by ambient light entering the
chamber throuth the ruptured diaphragms. The flame speeds could not be calculated
because of the lost signals.
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The i gniter was relocated to the center of the chamber arid
	 test firings
were repeated. With this configuration, the flame sensors recorded i'larne pro pu-
,•ation in b-th the upstream an( l downstream directions before the f!hamber dial iirao:,ms
were blown tit. Calculated flame :,peeds ranged from 1.5 to 4-o m/s (5 to 15 ftle)
arid
	 flame did not penetrate the screen arrester. All chamber pressure sensors
simultaneously recorded it peak pressure rise around 1000 N/m (0.145 paid) Just
bef'o re the diaphragms ruptures.
The igniter was relocated to the upstream posit n, which placed the point
source of ignition only (6.2 cm (30 in.) from th y• d wnstream face of the screen.
One test firing was made with this configuration where the flame penetrated through
the screen arrester and into the facility piping. Posttest inspection did not
reveal any damage to the screens. Motion pictures taken of this test ahuwe,f the
ignition sequence and the rapidly expanding s pherical flame front. It was estimated
that the flame speed we.s in excess of 15.2 m/3 (50 ft/s). This unusuclly high r'.ame
speed was most likely cu used by the localized influence of the hydrogen/air spark
igniter that was programmed for 2.0 seconds duration. The igniter dur ,tti , ,n was
repro,-rturun4d to only 0.2 seconds (200 ms) on all subsequent tests; this eliminated
the high initiation flame speed.
When the igniter was relocated to the downstream position, a 1.52-m- (5-ft.-)
diameter al;:minum plate was installed to cover the c o-rntral area of the plastic
diaphragm or the flame ct.amber exit. This fiane shield covered about 1+0% of the
total expt)seki area and delayed the rupture of the diaphragm for a sufficient lens*,th
of time to allow the ,'lame to traverse the length of the chamber. Motion pictures
taken of test firings after this _odification showed thFt the flame propagation
path was pred( ,minantly in the lower halt' of the chamber. It is believed that
this is cKused by gravitational stratification of the fuel'mir mixture as it
enters the chamber. The 1.52-m/I s (5-i't/s) infection velocity is not Sufficient
to produce turbulent mixing within the large chamber v,31ume. It is, however,
representative of the worst-case condition of E. fuel storage tank venting vapors
on a calm day, The results would be a flammable concentration of fuel vapors
collecting in the tank area, causing a v e ry hazardous condition. In the test
chamber, the stratified flame produced very inconsistent ;eadin ',s on the flame
sensors mounted along the horizontal center line. :o correct this situaL.ion,
the flame sensors were relocated along the top center line, where the y ield ­ 1'
view looking down into the chamber included the low level flames. The resultinf',
flame speed measurements were much more consistent.
The flame screen assembly, which is mounted in the center of the Pres-Vpc
housin f,, was ,'0.1 cm (6 in.) upstream of the exit flan]?e. In th13 position, the
screen surface was not visible to the motion picture camera and the flashback
flame impingement on the surface of the screen could not to photographed. For
the last series of checkout tests, the Fres-Vac housing was replaced with a short
15.,'-cm- (6-in.-) diameter flanged pipe spool section to provide the adapter
mounting for the screen flame arresters. The screens were installed between two
flanges at the pipe spool exit, where they would be in full view of the motion
picture camera. Figure 6-2 is e. photograph of a sii,Fle 30-mesh screen arrester
mounted in the pipe spo,-,1 adapter. Two test firings were made with this test
assembly using propane and air mixture at an equivalence ratio of 1.1 and a flow
velocity of 1.52 m/s (5 ft/s). Both the upstrea.-n and downstream igniter positions
were used. Flame speeds from 4.5 to 7.62 m/s 115 to 25 ft / s) were reo,--ded and
the flame ,lid not penetrate the single 30-mesh screen arrester on either test..
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,e motion pictures siiowed the propagating flame impinging on the Qurface of the
• reen where it continued to burn for time periods up to 25 seconds without
iusin 0:, any damage, other tha,i discoloration, to the screen.
The filial series _,f tests for the facility checkout were made without any
arrester installed in the pipe spool adaptor (Test Configuration No. 112). Four
firings were made with the propane/air mixture at an equivalence ratio of 1.1 and
a flow velocity of 1.52 m/s (,5 ft/s). Both upstream and downstream igniter
positiGns were used. The flame penetrated into the facility piping on each firing
and propagates up t(^ the inlet crimped ribbon arrester, but not beyond. No
detonations were developed in the piping. On same tests, the back-pressure
pulse was strong enough to rupture one or more of the low-pressure burst discs in
.:ie induction system piping. However, posttes* inspections revealed no damage.
At the completion of this last series of ch r°^_kout tests, the flashback flame
.amber test facility was determined to be operational. The test program was
artei to evaluate the four selected types of t'lame arrester:, with one r inore
t' the eight preselected fuels. To reduce the number of p-ssible tests, a stan(lard
!.eet cunuition was established tl.at would use an injection equivalence ratio (1.0
to 1.2) producing the theoretical maximum flame speed for the particular fuel/air
mixture in use and a •i inlet piping flow velocity of 1.52 m/s (5 f't/s). Ignition
would be initiated at an equivalence ratio (0.7 to 0.9) well above the lower
"ie tctal hydrocarbon analyser sampling the
stack.
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SECTION VII
DESCRIPTION OF FLAME ARRESTER TEST A: SEMHLIF.,
GENEHAL
The U.S. Coast Guard has approved the use c f both a Single 30-mash Does-en are-1
the dual 20•-mesh screen coni'iguration for screen flame arrest- • r o on U.S. flop-
vessels. Their purpose is the prevention of flame passage t'r-ai the open de(•k
into cargo tanks through vent outlets, ullage parts, hatches. or buttvrworth
plates. The wire cloth material used fr , r these screens must be resistant to the
marine er,viror-nent, i.e.. resistant to chemical corrosion and :alt water rusting.
In addition, the wire material must be resistant to high-temperature oxidation
in the event an accidental flame impinges on he s,:reen surface for a prolonged
period of time.
These requirements served as guidelines for the selection of flame screen
arresters t , be experimentally evaluated as part of the U.S. Coast. Gu:Ard funded
portion of this prcgrram. The NASA funded portion was directed at evaluating two
f;enerically different types of flame arresters, namely the spiral-wound, crimpe,i
metal ribbon, and the packed bed of Ballast rings. These two types of flame
arresters have been shown to be very effective in quenching gasoline/air mixture
detonations in a piping system, as reported in Reference 2-•10. The pr, , pagat inky
flame speeds for detonations were in excess of 1800 m/s (5906 ft./s). It remained
to be demonstrated that these arresters are also effective Hgainst flameF with
speeds in the range of 1.5 to 9.1 m/s (5 to 30 ft/s), and that they remain effec-
tive under sustained burning test conditions for periodo up t- 30 minutes.
B.	 SINGLE 30-MESH SCBEE:N ARRESTER
The single 30-mesh acre-n arrester was ri.ade from standard-er,rade tainles:-steel
type 316 wire cloth having the following di.nensions:
Meah size:	 30 x 30 per lineal inoh
Wire .iiameter:	 0.033 cm (0.013 in.)
hydraulic radius:	 0.0516 on (0.0203 in.)
Open area:	 3^.1x
The type 316 stainless-steel wire is highly resistant to chernica, corr-sion and
rusting. It will also resist thermal oxidation at, tempere.t.ures up to 760`('
(1400°F). Nichrome wire has a higher thermal o:.idatiori resistance, up to 972°C
(1'(OO°F), but is less readily available in wire cloth weaves.
The single screen, with a Vellumoid gasket on either side, was installed
between the exit flange cf the 15.2-cm- t6-in.-) diame.,er nipe spool adopie , r and
a bolted-up, slip-c:1 flange used for clamping, as shown in figure 6-2. The fuel/
air mixture flow velocity in the facility piping varies inverse:y with the r ^oss-
sectional flow area, therefore the standard 1.52-m/s (5-ft/s) flow vr l ,, cit.,y in-
creases to 4.1 m/s (1j.5 ft/s) in passi.ig through the 30-mesh s=creen attached at,
the end of the pipe.
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1, 20-MESH SCREEN ARRE. TE:R
20-mesh screen arrester was made from standard grade rainless-steel
cloth having the following dimensions:
a size!	 20 x 20 per lineal inch
dian:etei :	 0.041 cm (0.016 in.)
;raulie rall'is:	 0.086 cm (0.034 in.)
, crea:	 46.2%
-4n screens vere il.atalled on the pipe spool adapter using the same method 	 .
as thc:	 screen, but with the addition of a 2.54-cm- (1.0-in.-) thick spacer
separat	 ...e two screen3. An exploded view of the components in this assembly
is sh:^)w-	 F! • ire '(-1. anA the test installativn is shown in Figure 7-2. The
i'ue1/ai-	 x.•	 flowing at standard conditions in the facility piping ncceler;%'.-d
to 3.3 ;	 1't /s) during passage through the 15.2-cm- (6-in.-) diameter 20-
•	 .?h acr .
SP1RJ	 . CRIMPED METAL RIBBON ARRESTER
spira.:-	 . -rimped eta_: ribbon arrester was the optimum configuration
1 as ti " .	of the parametric phase of the testing reported in
It	 made from a commercia_ly available Shand and Jurs spiral-
ta11..	 - steel core clement having the following dimensi:.ns:
30.5 cm (12 in.)
,^.	 20.3 cm (8 in.)
ass:	 0.0089 cm (0.0035 in.)
0.160 cm (0.063 in.)
0.350 cm (0.138 in.)
.^If
Al.-
lodc	 ew a.	 onents for a D.. . 2 	 S,:	 .. Arr , _ter
?-2
Dual	 °9esh
	 - •een Arrester Test	 tallation
+.ydraulis diameter (Dh) :	 0.0376 em (0.5 1 in.)
;,enfrth to diameter rati	 )h) :	 148
open area:
	 87.6%
The crimped ribbon core e.:.ument was pressed into a housing made from a short
-ength of extra-strong 30.5-cm- (12-in.-) diameter steel. pipe and held in place by
,Mounting rings with retainer grids attached tJ each end, as shown in Figure 7-3.
A flanged concentric pipe reducer, 30.5-em to 15.2-cm (12-in. to 6-in.) diameter
was used as an adaptor mounting to install the crimped ribbon arrester assembly
tht^	 t of the facility piping, as shown in Fig-ure '(- 1+. The fuel/air mixture
Id	 ty a. the standard test condition thrf)ugh this arrester was 0.5 m/s
1t 4 6
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Figure 7-4. Crimpt
	 installation
..i^
The configuration for the packed bed of ballast rings arrester wets alp
developed during the parKmetric phase if testing repurted in Het'erence 1-10. it
hus the following optimized dimensions:
-I diameter:
	
25.4 cm (10 in.)
i length:
	
1 5.7 cm (18 in.)
bed volume:	 3605 cc (1419 cu. in.)
Packing material:	 aluminum 3allast rings
Ririe size:	 2.54 cm (1.0 iu.) in diameter n
2.54 cm (1.0 in.) long
Open area:
	
60% (estimated)
The rings were randomly racked iL 25.4-cm- (10-in.-) diameter flan,•ed pine
ug and held in pace with an expanded metal grid, iss shown, in Figure 1-5. A
ed eoncentric pipe reducer. 25.4-cm to 15.2-cm (10-in. to 6-in.) liameter.
LpLed the inlet end of the arrester housing for installation on the exit n:' the
&A lity piping as shown in Figure 1 -6. The estimated fuel/air mixture flow
iocity thr,)ugh thiii arrester at the standard test condition was around 0.9 m/s
.0 ft/s).
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FI.A'	 TESTS
A.	 TEST PRO(;RAM 1,0(; D'
The test prf)grwn for screen flame arresters followed the logic diagram
presented in Figure 8-1. After the seleo_ti,)n )f the flame arrester test 	 nfir-,-
,irntions, the first screening test series was performed in the flashback t'iame
• ember to evaluate b,)th the single 30-mesh and the Mial 20-mesh screen arresters
with a propane/air mixture. Propane was selected as the first test fuel because
it had one of the lowest probable flame speeds of the representative I-Ilk car ►•o
fuels. The upstream igniter pc ,sition was used first; it was thought t. , produce
s he less severe flame speed condition because nf the shorter run-up distances f))r
ime propat!ation. This was f , )]lowed by tests using the downstream it,niter i 	 t-
ti , )n, assuming that it was m , )re severe. A minim)un ,)f three test !'Irin)rs were
rrna,le f r each test co)nfigurati-ri to determine the success or failure t' the
arrester. If a screen flame arrester failed to quench the flashback ''lame n any
these initial tests, it was to be deleted from the program.
The second sceeening test series was performed to evaluate the suoceosfu:
flame arre:;ter configurati ,)n(s) from the first series, using an ethylene/air
mixture because it had the highest pr , bable flame :peed ()f the representative
bulk carp,tk) fuels. Both the upstream and downstream igniter positions were used.
n completion of the ethylene/air mixture tests, ^,ne or both of the screen
arresters was to be selected for additional testing with the six alternate
of fuel/air mixtures. The selection of arrester configurations was made by
the U.S. Coast Guard,•.based upon the test results and the recommendati)ns pr(:)vided
i,y JPL.
Additione.1 evaluation test series were made in the flame chamber with the
selected arrester configuratirn: l, using, the following representative bulk cargo
'uels: (1) acetaldehyde, (2) butane, (^) ethyl ether, (4) gasolii.e, (5) methyl
alcohol, an(! (6) toluene. The igniter position was selected to produce the most
severe flashback ?'lame propagation condition as determined from the measured
Flame speed advancing toward the face of the test arrester in the f'IrLt tw-
• r •eeninF test series.
A final evaluation test ;series was made usin f, the successful arrc• :,ter con-
t'ihurations from the previous testing to evaluate their heat-up and quenching
capabilities in the sustained flame facility. The flatn.e from a propane/air mix-
ture at the standard test condition was stablized on the downstream face of the
arrester for a period of 30 minutes. 'These tests were used t;-, determine I:'
• 1: g, arrester can continue to function after reachini7 an elevated stea:iy-state,
,k-bask temperature without structural dax.age. A sint r le test for the full
duration of 30 minutes, without a flame penetrate i,, was sufficient tc demOnstra`e
the successful performance of any arrester confia, uraticn. If a flame lid penetrate
the test arrester, the test would be repeated t( verif.- the failure.
The two NASA-funded flame arrester configurations, the spiral-wound, crimped
metal ribbon and the packed bed of aluminum Ballast rings, were inserted into the
program following the second screening test series:. They were evaluated in the
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with three fuels: (1 , propane, (:') ethylene, and
nc .	 ter position was selected far the most severe test (­n-
They were	 evaluated in the sustained burning facility u:,ing bot ii
p	 air mixture	 ethylene air mixture at the standard tent c,m,sition.
PROPANE/AIR MUTURE : c'hEENING TESTS
t aeries of screening tests were mride with propane/ air mixture at
test condition where the in.lecti ­n equivalence ratio was 1.11+
Fill time required to obtain a good c.-)mbustible mixture in the
f	 wrls 600 seconds. The nominal equivalence rati,, at ignition wao
0.0 1
	I2) as measured by the total hydrocarbon analyser sampli ng the
	
• • 1	 in the exhaust-burn stack. 'Pests were made with the dual ."0-
­een arrester arid the single 30-mesh screen arrester using both the up-
^tnd dt,wnstream igniter positions (Test Configuration Noe. 113 to 116).
soful ignition arid combustion was achieved on all test firings. The flash-
t,ucK flamei did n^t penetrate either of these screen-type arresters oil any test.
The upstream igniter- position produced an averVe t'larne speed between the
:rrt source , f ignition and Cie arrester (F81-F82, Table 4-1) that measured
^ m/s (15.7 ft/s). The flame speed proving in the direction of flow (downs tr•erun)
.:ioreased to an average of 13.6 m/s (44.6 ft/s) before it exited the downstream
i of the flame chamber (F86-F87). Avera?e peak pressure rise in the chamber
P81 to DP87) ranged from 1139 to 974 N/mr_ (0.165 to 0.1 141 paid). A plot of the
results from these tests is shown in Figure 8-2. Also shown ^n this plot are the
flame speeds in the facility piping, that occurred on the last. checkuut test,
when an arrester was not Installed. The flame entered the piping (F81-F73) [it
'.3 m/s ('r.5 ft/::) and accelerated ap to 1.8.9 m/s (62.0 ft/s) at the facility
Inlet arrester	 A tabular summary of averaged flame speed data and
Freak pressure rise data is presented in Table 1-1. A tabular :summary of all
oady-state data is presented in Appendix P and a tabular scunmary of all
ru,sient-state data is presented in Appendices C and D.
The average flame speeds recorded in this test chamber when using the down-
m	 iter position (Te:t Configuration Nos. 114 and 115) were more uniform
in value, as shown in the data plot, Figure 8-3. A maximum flame speed
(1i.8 ft/s) occurred Just upstream of the igniter (F86-F87). The
t'lame speed propagating against. the direction of flow (upstream) was,
^ m/s (9.8 ft/s). This is about one half the speed obtained using the
• . tun igniter position. Peak pressure rise data were also m,-,re uniform and
.tly lower, with an averaged value of 810 N/m` (0.117 psid).
The results of these first screening tests indicate that both the dual
-sh screen arrester and the single 30-mesh screen arrester are effective in
:ig flashback flames with a nominal flame speed up to 6.3 m/s (20.7 ft/s).
severe test condition in the flame chamber is produced when the igniter
	
i	 'ed to the upstream position. The flame speed data obtained fr)m the
1-ion picture films corroborate these test results. It was apparent in the
!ms that the decree of intensity (brirhtness) in the propagating flame front
rrelated to Lhe regions of optimum fuel/r.ir mixture ratio and higher level:. f
localized turbulence. When the upstream igniter position was used, a uri f-ht band
01
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Fi,,ure 8-2. Propane/Air Mixture Using Upstream
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Figure 8-3. Propane/Air Mixture Using Downstream
Igniter Position Test Results
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.F
could be seen accelerating upstream through the center core flow of tire
pI1v	 the fuel /air mixture a:: it expanded from the facility pipinrt. The fuel%
air.	.!•e ratio in the expanding plume became stratified by gravitatlotial
efft	 !io heavier hydrocarbon vaporo settl ^ .i to the bottom of the tort chamber.
+'}ie:	 wnstretut ► Ier ► iter position was used. the propagatint: flame 	 u1.i be
Oet.	 • iie films concentrated mait.ly in the : wer half of the chamber with a
•ry ur,,ad and diffused flame front moving relatively slowly upstretun. 'Phis
tune front increased in bright. ties a and accelerated in speed as it pr..trr:,scr,I Up
plume to the test arrester installed on the facility pipino,.
E7111YLENE/A I R MIXTURE SCREENING TESTS
The second :;eries of screening tests were made with tui ethylene air mixture
at the standard test conditions. The injection equivalence ratio was 1.15 (A/F
12.86) for maximum flame speed. Fill time required to charge the f1tune chamber
with a combustible mixture of this gaseous Biel was reduced to 400 sec•mds. The
!tin' equivalence at the time ,)i' ignition was 0.70 (A/F s 21.1). N, th the dual
- cash screen arrester and the single 30-mesh arrester were used in these tests
upstream and downstream igniter- positions (Test Configuration No:;. 117 to
A problem started on the first test when it was discovered that n sustained
.0 developed inside the exhaus t burn stack piping duriug the chamber filling
:Itions. It is believed the f1wiie originated from the natural gas tired
.:-uer at. the top of the stack. ()nee the ethylene/air exhaust reached a flammable
mixture level, a flashback frame from the burner impinged on the exit arrester.
The relatively high flame speed .,1' the ethylene/air, mixture and the low flow
velocity at this location allowed the flame to penetrate into the core of' the
arrester. It heated the stainless-steel crimped ribbon up to the spontaneous
ignition temperature (490°C) for ethylene fuel. At this point. the flame passed
through the exit arrester, propagated up the piping, and held on the d.)wnstream
face of the inlet. arrester. Other than blistering the paint on the outside or
the piping, this caused no structural damage.
In the inlet arrester of the exhaust-burn stack had a core element made of
spiral-wound, crimped aluminum ribbon. It was four times as l,,ng as the exit
arrester, 15.2 cut 	 in.) compared to 3.8 cm (1.5 in.), and approximately the
same diameter. This larger mass of metal, having hi tcher heat capacity, appar-
ently prevented the lean ethylene/air flame fcott ► penetrating through ti ►e inlet
arrester. C-nsequently, the exit arrester was replaced with a unit similar to
the inlet arrester. The results indicated no further incidents of sustained
flames in the exhaust-stack piping and the test program to evaluate screen-type
arresters using ethylene/air mixture flames continued.
The average flame speeds recorded in the flame chamber when using the down-
stream Igniter p,)sition (Test Configurations No. 119 and 121) ranged from
't.8 m, , s (25.6 ft/s) at the igniter (F86-F87) to 4.4 m/s (1 1':.4 ft/s) at the	 2
arrester (F81-F82). The average peak pressure rise in the chamber was 931 N/m
psid). A plot of the test results are shown in Figure 8- 1 4. Beth types
en flame arrester: were successful in quenching these ethylene/air mixture
usi,uack flames.
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Figure 8-4. Ethylene/Air Mixture Using Downstream Igniter
Position Test Results
When the arrester was removed from the end of the facility pipe, the flame
entered the pipe (F81-F73) at a speed of 4.9 m/s (16.1 ft/s) and accelerated to
a detonation at the inlet arrester (F21-F12) with speeds in excess of 1800 m/s
(5905 ft/s). The detonation did not produce any damage to the test facility
systems.
The average flame speeds recorded in the flame chamber when using the
,istrea.m igniter position (Test Configuration Nos. 117, 118, and 122) ranged from
u.6 m/s (^1.6 ft/s) at the arrester (F81-F82) to 16.3 m/s (53.5 ft/s) at the
downstream chamber exit (F86-F87). The average peak pressure rise in the chamber
was 1102 N/m2 (0.160 psid). A plot of the test results are shown in Figure 8-5.
_
	
	 The single 30-mesh screen arrester was successful in quenching all flashback
flames, whereas the dual 20-mesh screen arrester failed to quench any of the
flashback flames in three test firings. The flame that penetrated through the
arrester screen housing decelerated briefly to 3.9 m/s (12.8 ft/s) in the facility
piping (F81-F73), and then quickly accelerated to a detonation before reaching
the facility inlet arrester (F21-F12). Posttest inspection of the screens fol-
lowing each flame penetration did not reveal any damage to the screen wire that
could have caused this failure.
The results of the second screening tests indicate that the single 30-mesh
screen arrester is effective in quenching flashback flames with nominal flame
speeds up to 6.6 m/s (21.6 ft/s). The dual 20-mesh screen arrester is not
effective at this higher flame speed, and the limiting flame speed will have to
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Figure 8-5. Ethylene/Air Mixture Using Upstream Igniter
Position Test Results
be deterrAned from additional teats. Tne upstream 1pniter position again resulted
in the more severe test conditi?ns when using ethylene/air mixture in the flame
test chamber. Photographic data )f flame speeds taken from the motion picture
films corroborated these test results. In accordance with the logic diagram,
Figure 8-1, the follow-on alternate fuels tests were limited to using the
upstream igniter position only.
D.	 GASOLINE,'ATR MIXTURE TENTS
The first scries of alternate fuels tests were made with a gasoline/Flir
:. xturr aL. the stanuard test condition. The injection equivalence ratio was
1.10 (A%F = 17.29) for maximum flame speed. Time required to fill the test
chtunber varied depending on the ambient temperature, but averaged around
900 seconds. The nominal equivalence ratio for ignition was 0.70 (A/F = 20.89).
Tests were made using the dual :0-mesh screen arrester, the single 30-mesh
screen arrester, the spiral-wound, crimped stainless-steel ribbon arrester, and
the packed bed of aluminum Ballast rings arrester (Test Configuration Nos. 125
to 130). All tests were made with the igniter in the upstream position.
The average flame speed between the igniter and the downstream face of
tie test arresters (F81-F82) was 4.22 m/s (13.3 ft/s). The highest. average
flame speed was measured dust downstream of the igniter (F82-F83) at 6.01 m/s
8-7
(19.7 ft/s); from there it decelcrated to only 2.92 m/s (9.6 ft/s) nt the flame
chamber exit (F66-F87). Average peak pressure rise in the chamber wit:: around
1018 N/ m2 (0. 148 psid) . Without any arrester installed, the t'lashhack flame
entered the facility piping At 2.00 m/s (6.6 ft./s) Find propagated upstrecun
reaching a speed of 5.44 m/s (17.8 ft/s) at the facility inlet arrester (F21-1''12).
A plot of he rt aults from these tests is shown in Figure 8-6.
The dual 20-mesh screen arrester, the -tingle 30-mesh screen Forrester, and
the crimped ribbon arrestor w,re all successful in quenching the flasltbnck
flames from the gasoline/air mixture. The pacred bed arrester, in the crigintil
test configuration (No. 129). was unsuccessful in quenching the first three fir-
, .r. Flame sensor data actually recorded An acceleration in flame speed during
:cage through the bed of rings. possibly - •aused by induced turbulence. A
-ele 30-mesh screen was inserted between the downstream face of the bed And
the retainer grid as shown in Figure 8-7. This test configuration (No. 130) w:E-t
retested using the gasoline/air mixture, propane/air mixture, and ethylene/air
mixture. It proved to be successful in quenching the flashback flame from all
three fuel/air combinations. Miring the testing with ethylene/air mixtures,
there was evidence of slight pressure spiking in the, facility piping 25 seconds
after ignition Arid concurrent with the lean blowout of the flame holding on the
downstream face of the arrester. Posttest inspection of the arrester revealed
no iamage to the screen wi-u, but there was discolotationindioating that the
impinging ethylene/air flame had heated the screen above 550°C (10220F).
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Figure 8-6. Gasoline/Air Mixture Test Results
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E.	 ME'DIANOL/AIR MIXTURE: TEST"
Th.- seeond series of alternate fuels tests was made with methanol/air
mixture at stan(thrd test conditions. The injection equivalence ratio was 1.01
A/F a 6.41) for maximum flame speed. Time required to fill the test chamber
ragl.d 1060 seconds, because of the cold ambient temperatures and the low
atility of methanol. The nominal measured equivalence ratio at ignition was
9 (A/F w 9.38). Tests were male with the duet]. 20-mesh screen arrester
the single 30-mesh screen arrester using the upstream igniter position (Test
.figurrition Nos. 133 to 135) .
The average flame speed between the igniter and the downstream face of the
t arresters JF81-F82) wets 4.35 m/s (14._ ft/s). The highest average flame
,ed measured just downstream of the igniter (F82-F83) was 5.5.1 m/s (18.1 ft/s).
flame sensors at the exit of the frame chamber (F86 and F87) were inopern-
. l e due '..) weather conditions. The average peak pressure rise in the chamber
831 N/m2 (0.120 psid). Without an arrester installed, the flashback flame
e yed the facility piping with a flames speed of only 2.19 m/s (7.2 ft/s), and
unable to propagate upstream through the facility piping. A plot of the
alts from these tests is snown in Figure 8-8. Both the dual 20-mesh screens
ester Find the single 30-mesh screen arrester were successful in quenching
aL i flashback flames from the methanol/air mixture.
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	 TGLUENE /AIR MIXTURE TFSTS
The third series of alternate fuels tests were made with toulene,'air mixiurt,
-it standard test conditions. The injection equivalence ratio was 1.05 (A/F
.2.86) for maximum flame ap ed. Time required to fill the test chamber avermeed
1070 seconds. The nominal measured equivalence ratio at ignition was 0.68
(A/F • 19.9). Tests w t-re made with the dual 20 -me►8h screen arrester and the
single 30-mesh screen arrester using the upstream igniter position (Test
(7onfieurnt.t;)n Nola. 110 to 138).
Th, • average flume speed between the Igniter and the downstream face of
_hf ,
 tent arresters (F81-F82) was 5.4" m/s (17.8 ft/t;). The highest average
-me speed measured Just downstrerun of the igniter ( F82-F83) war, 6..7 m/s
.6 ft/s); from there it decelerated to only 2.65 m/s (8.7 ft/a) at the flttme
ohnmber exit (F86-F87) . The nverasre p•^ak preosure rise in the hitmber was
N/m2 (0.098 psid), the lowest valut- recorded for rail fuel/air mixtures.
hout it t'ltune nrrester instnlle ,!, the flashback fl u4e entered the facility
piping with ft t'lame speed of only 0.61 m/s (2.0 ft/s) and weto unable to propit-
,;ate upstream through the facility piping. A plot of the results from these
tests is shown In Figure 8-9. Both the dual 20-mesh screen arrester and the
single 30-mesh screen arrester were successful in quenching all flashback
"Inures 1'rom the toluene/air mixtures.
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.,-,ure 8-9. Toluene/Air Mixture ;est Results
(E'MIYL LMiF:R/AIR MIXTURE TESTS
The fourth aeries of alternate fuels tests were made with diethyl ether/
air mixture at standard test conditions. The infection equivalence ratio wits
1.15 (A/F - 9.73) for maximum flame speed. Time required to fill the test
ciuueber averaged 580 seconds. The nominal meftsured equivalence ratio at the
time of ignition was 0.71 (A/F a 15.8). Tests were mluie with the dual 20-mesh
screen arrester and the single 30-m1 • sh screen arrester, using the upstream
Igniter position (Test Cont1g,4ration Nos. 139 to 141).
The average flame speed between the igniter ouid the downstream Cmc' of the
test arrester (F'81-F82) was 5.61 m/s (21.4 ft/s). The highest, average flame
speed meTlsured in the center of the chamber (F84-F85) was 11.95 m/s (39.2 ft/s).
These f'1Kme speeds were the second highest obtained, next to the ethylene/air
mixture. The averago peak pressure rise in the chamber was 937 N/m2
 (0.136 paid).
Without Kn mr: •ester installed. the flashback flame entered the facility piping
with a flame speed of 2.98 u/s (0.78 ft/s) and propmgtted upstream nccelerating
to 59 . 4 3 m/s (19 1, ft/s) at the facility inlet arrester- (F21-F'i2). A plot, of the
results from these tests is shown in Figure 6-10. Both the dual 20-m-4h sor^en
arrester and the single 30-mesh sci •een arrester were successful in quenching
all flashbacK flames from the diethyl ether/air mixture.
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11.	 1+11TANE/AiN MIXTURE TEM,
The- fifth series of niternate r"els tests were mmic • with b.lt. ane:lnir
mixture tit ntandnrd test conditions. The injection equivalence ratio wain 1.15
(A!F n 1.3.68) ror maximian flame npeea. Time required to till the test e:httmbrr•
nve • r •ngel ' , 07 seconds. The nominal mettsurv,i e •quivnlence ratio hL the t lnie of
1 ►:nit lute tales 0.78 (A/F n 19.8). Tests were made with the dual . 1 0-mesh screen
arrester rind the sinp,ir 40-mesh soreen arrester' using the upstream Igniter
E>vs.tion ( Test t'onrIguration Nos. 14.' t.O 144).
The • rtverage flame • speed bet ween the ign i te r and the- down titrr«m fttoe of
the tent arrester (F81-F82) was 4.6.' m!n (11.9 ft/s). The highest nvernge f lame
rlpee •d measured .1uat downstream of the igniter (F8. 3- F '8 3 ) wee+ 5.07 m/s ( 16.6 ft / e);
t'rom there it drovlernted to only 2.71 m/ s (8.9 ft/s) at the flame chamber
rt 1 t. ( F'86-F'87 ) . The nvernge punk presoure rise in the r. hrunber wits 9?6 N/m2
1 , '.140 paidl. With out an n ►• reste. r Instllllede the flashback flreme entered the
:',,t,-illty piping with n flame speed of 0-1) m/s (7. 1  ft/s) aced pre,prtg"Ied upstreAm
at , oclornttrig to 1' 1.5 11 m:'s (57-5 ft /s) at the t'nrility Inlet ttrrestcr (F':1 -F12).
A ple a t . t' t hr results from these tests Is shown in Figure 8-1 1 . Both the dual
'0-mesh screen tirT •rster and the y single 10-mesh sc ►•een nrrester wt-re eTUCresaful
in quenching till f lnNllbno k flame:t from the butane/air mixture:.
At1"TALVEllYDE/A1 h MIXTUNF TEST
The sixth and finial aeries of alternate fuels tests were made with
taldellydr'Itir mixture at Standard test con,iitiona. The in.lecti , n o(v.Avalence
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ratio wns 1.15 ( A/F n b.C.) for maximum flrme speed. Time required t fill the
test chamber averaged 920 seconds. Ttie nominal measured equivalence ratio
mt t.hN time of ignition was 0.63 (A/F • 12.5). 'Tests were made with the dual
20-mesh screen arrester and the single 30-mesh screen arrester using the upstream
igniter position ( Test configuration Nos. 145 to 147).
The average fle.me speed between the igniter and the downstream t'aee of the
test arr • e • Iter (F81 -F8.9 was 5.30 m/s (17.4 ft/s) . The highest average flame
Tsjx•^d meet cured at the chamber exit (F86-FV) was 12.11 m/s ( 39.7 ft/s) . The: se
fume R peedu are about equal to those obtained for the diethyl ether/air mixture-.
The average peak pressure rise in the chamber was 1102 N/m 2 0.160 paid), which
is tne :rams- level obtained with ethylene/mir mixture. Without An arrester
installed, the flashback flame entered the t'acility piping with n flame upeed of
3.22 m / s (10 .6 ft/s) and propagated upstream accelerating to 411 m/s (1348 ft/s)
at the facility inlet arrester (F21-F12). A plot of the results from these
tests is shown in Figure 8-12. Both the dual 20-mesh screen arrester an: the
single 30-mesh screen arrester • were successful in quenching all flashback flames
t'rom the acetaldehyde/air mixture.
J.	 AkRESTER SELECTION FOR SUSTAINED BURNING 'TESTS
The tests described above completed the alternate fuel/air' mixtures step
in the test program logic diagrar, presented in Figure 8-1. Since both the dual
20-mush screen arrester and the single i0-mesh screen arrester were successful
J	 1	 0	 1	 2	 2
•	 UPSTREAM	 DOWNSTREAM
	 -
I GNITER LOCATION
DISTANCE FROM IGNITER,
Figure 8-1P. Acetaldehyde/Air Mixture Test Results
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-_
in quenching, all flnshbhck flmnt,s from all the alternate fuel teats, they wt-ve
both designated by the U.S. Coast Guard for sustained burning tests, along with
the crimped ribbon arrester and the packed bed arrester for the NASA project..
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SECTION IX
SUSTAINED BURNING ARRESTEH TESTS
A.	 PROPANE/AIH MIXTURE TESTS
The first series of sustained burning t-3ta were made with propane/air mix-
tures at the standard test condition where the injection equivalence ratio was
1.14 (A/F = 13.75). The duration of testing was planned for 30 minutes to all,w
sufficient time l'or the test assembly to reach thermal equilibrium. In the event
the flame penetrated through the arrester, the test was terminated as quickly as
possible to minimize damage to the facility piping and instrumentation.
The dual 20-mesh screen arrester and the single 30-mesh screen arrester were
tested in two different test assembly sizes, the original 15.2-cm (6-in.) diameter
and a new 25.4-cm (10-in.) diameter. This was done to evaluate the effects of
the fuel/air mixture approach velocity and flow-through velocity on the thermal
environm^nt at the screens. The spiral-wound, crimpel stainless-steel ribbon
arrester and the packed bed of ballast rings arrester were the same configuration
that proved successful in the flashback flame testinf,. All arresters were in-
strumented with additional thermocuuples (Figure 9-1) to measure thermal build-up
and to aid in predicting an impending, flame penetration when the arrester tempera-
ture approached the spontaneous ignition temperature of the fuel/air mixture.
The following results are for the prupane/air mixture sustained burning;
tests. A tabular summary of the test data is presented in Appendix E.
1.	 Single 30-Mesh Screen Arrester, .15.2-cm Diameter
A schematic drawing of this arrester test assembly (Test Configuration No. 153),
presented in Figure 9-2, shows the location of the thermocouple (T8A) used to
measure the screen temperature. The small sheath-type thermocouple was mounted
with spring loading against the upstream face of the screen. This method was used
to maintain point contact and to minimize local flow disturbance. The approach-
ing flow velocity in the 15.2-cm- (6-in.-) diameter pipe adapter housing was 1.5
m/s (5.0 ft/s) and the flow-through velocity in the screen was 4.1 m/s (13.5 ft/s).
At the start of testing, the screen temperature reached an initial plateau of 84°C
(183°F) after 160 seconds. The temperature continued to increase slowly until it
reached 102°C (216°F) after 30 minutes of operation. The sustained flame from the
propane/air mixture did not penetrate through the single 30-mesh screen arrester.
A plot of the results is presented in Figure 9-3. Posttest inspection of the
screen resealed no damage ur flame erosion and only slight discoloration of the
wire mesh.
^.	 Dual 20-Mesh Screen Arrester, 15.2-cm Diameter
A schematic drawing of this test assembly (Test Configuration No. 154), pre-
sented in Fi l-ure 9-2, shows the location of the thermocouples (T8A and T8B) used
to measure the two screen temperatures. The approaching flow velocity in the 15.2-
cm- (6-in.-) diameter pipe was 1.5 m/s (5.0 ft/s) and the flaw-through velocity
in the screens was 3.3 m/s (10.6 ft/s). Temperature on the downstream screen (T8A)
reached an initial plateau of 92°C (198°F) after 120 seconds of operation and
9-1
Figure 9-1. TI	 l Thermoc	 ..e Instrumentation
In'
	lation fc	 .stained Burning Tests
then continued to increase slowly until it reached 110°C (230°F) after 30
minutes of operation. The temperature on thr upstream screen (T8R) experienced
a similar transition, only the levels reached were 50% lower. The propane/air
mixture fia ►rre did not penetrate through the dual 20-mesh screen arrester. A
plot of the test results is presented in Figure 9-4. Posttest inspection of
the screens revealed only slight discoloraticn of the downstream wire mesh.
Single 30-Mesh t^creen Arrester, 25.4-cm Diameter
A schematic drawin f,' of this arrester test assembly (Test Cunfiguration No.
155), presented in Figure 9 -5, shows the location of the thermocouple (T8A) used
to measure the screen temperature. The approaching flow velocity in the 25. 1+-cm-
(10-in.-) diameter pipe was 0.56 m/s (1.8 ft/s) and the flow-through velocity in
the screen was 1.5 m/s (4.9 ft/s). Temperature on the screen reached an initial
!igh value of 355°C i6'jl°F) after 180 seconds of operation. This temperature did
. t remain constant due to local wind disturbances, but varied around a nominal
value of 325°C (6' 17°F) throughout the full 30 minutes of operation. It appears
9-2
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Figure 9-2. Screen-Type Arrester Test Assembly, 15.2-cm
Diameter, Schematic Drawing;
that the :screen temperature vuries inversely with the flow-through velocity, as
would be expected. The one-third lower flow-through velocity of this larger
screen surface resu l ted :n soak-brick temperatures three times higher than the
smaller screen noted above in Paragraph A-] of this section. The propane/air
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Figure 9-4. Dual 20-Mesh Screen Arrester, 15.2-um Diameter,
Propane/Air Mixture Sustained Burning Test. Results
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mixture flame did not penetrate through this single 30-mesh screen arrester. A
plot of the test results is presented in Figure 9-6. Posttest inspection
revealed only slight discoloration of the wire mesh over about 60% of the surface
area as shown in Figure 9-7.
Dual 20-Mesh Screen Arrester, 25.4-em Diameter
A schematic drawing of this arrester t st assembly (Test Configuration No.
156), presented in Figure 9-5, shows the ; _ation of the therm . )couple'-+ (T8A and
Tdb) used to measure the two screens' temperatures. The approaching flow velocity
in the 25. 4-cm- (10-in.-) diameter pipe war; 0.56 m/s (1.8 ft./s) arid the flow-
through velocity in the screens was 1.21 m/s (3.96 ft/s). The temperature 
., n the
downstream screen (VA) reached an initial plateau value of 160 0 C (320 6 F) after
120 seconds of operation and then increased to a nominal value of 190 0 C (i740F)
for the remaining 30 minutes of operation. The upstream screen temperature ('7814)
reached 60'C (140'F) after 60 seconds and then slowly increasedi to 70*C (156'F)
by the end of test. The propane/air mixture flame did not penetrate thr ough this
dual 20-mesh screer, arrester. A plot of the test, results is presented in Figure
-b.
The maximum temperature for thin 20-mesh screen, arrester assembly was expected
to be higher than that measured on the similar sized 30-mesh screen arrester,
because of the lower flow-through velocity. Fostt.est inspection reveoiled that
the thermocouple (TdA) was making po-r contact with the screen surface and was
located in an area of low temperature, an indicated by the flame impirigement
pattern on the screen. There was no damage to the screens other than a discolora-
tion covering ab,,ut 60% of the flow area on the downstream wire mf-sh. A posttest
photograph of the .'O-mesh :screens and spacer is presented in Figure 9-9.
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Figure 9-6. Single 30-Mesh Screen Arrester, 25.4-cm Diameter,
Propane/Air Mixture Sustained Burning Test Results
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Figure 9-9. Dual 20-Mesh Screen Arrester, 25.4-cm Dituneter, Posttest
. spiral-Wound, Crimped Stainless-Steel Ribbon Arrester
A schematic drawing of this arrester test assembly (Test Configuration
^. 149), presented in Figure 9-10 shows the location of the six thermocouples
It
 to T8F) used to measure the crimped ribbon core element temperature. The
--caching flow velocity in the 30.5-cm- (12-in.-) diameter pipe was 0.39 m/s
..'8 ft/s) and the flow-through velocity in the crimped ribbon core element
..10 0.45 m/s (1.46 ft/s). Temperature at the downstream center of the core
clement (T8D) reached a maximum value of 1000°C (1832 0 F) after 900 seconds
f operation and then slowly decreased to 930°C (1706°F) at. the end of the
) minutes (1800 seconds). The sustained flame had to be burning inside the core
lement to produce this high temperature, which is considerably above the spon-
taneous ignition temperature of 504°C (940°F) for the propane/air mixture. The
center of the core element (T8B) reached this spontaneous ignition temperature
dust 30 seconds before test termination. It appears that the sustained flame
was initially confined to the center portion of the downstream face, and after
162U seconds of operation, the flame had expanded to the outer perimeter (T8A).
lie propane/air mixture flame dia not penetrate through this spiral-wound,
rimpPd stainless-steel arrester during the 30-minute test duration. However,
core element had not reached a state of thermal equilibrium and there is
idernble evidence of continuing flame propagation into the core. It is
• e likely that the arrester would have eventually failed. A plot of the test
..cults is presented in Figure 9-11.
Posttest inspection of this arrester test assembly revealed some minor
the core element in the form of distortion and discoloration to the
-steel ribbon windings. The retainer grid was also distorted from
(i
 therma l. expansion and some grid elements were broken at the weld
A posttest photograph of the downstream end of the arrester assembly
resented in Figure 9-12.
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Figure 9-11. Spiral-Wound, Crimped Stainless-Steel Ribbon
Arrester Propane/Air Mixture Sustained
Burning Test Results
Packed Bed of Aluminum Ballast Ring: Arrester
A schematic drawing of this arrester test assembly (Test Configuration
151), presented in Figure 9-13, shows the location of seven thermocouples
1'8A to T8G) used to measure the temperature in the bed of rings and on the
single 30-mesh screen retainer. The approaching flow velocity in the 25.4-cm-
(10-in.-) diameter pipe was 0.56 m/s (1.8 ft/s), the flow-through velocity in
the bed of rings is estimated at 0.94 m/s (3.1 ft/s), Rnd the flow-through
velocity in the 30-mesh screen wRs 1.5 m/s (4.9 ft/s). Temperature of the
screen (T8(;) reached the nomirial value of 350°C (662°F) after 200 seconds of
operation and held fairly steady for the 30 minutes duration. The temperatures
at the top of the oed MA and T8D) increased slightly to a meximum of 125°C
(2)57°F) due to radiation only; very little conductive and no convective heating
was possible. The lower part of the bed remained at the nominal mixture inlet
temperature of 50°C (122 0F). The propane/air mixture flame did not penetrate
through the 30-mesh retainer screen on the packed bed of rings during the
30-minute test duration. A plot of the test results is shown in Figure 9-14.
Posttest inspection revealed only a slight downstream bowing and discoloration
of the retainer grid and screen as shown in Figure 9-15.
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ETHYLENE/AIR MIXTURE TESTS
This last series of sustained burning tests were made with ethylene/air
rIxture at standard test conditions where the Injection equivatlence rntio was
.15 (A/F n 12.8i '). The, planned test duration was 30 minute.. Only the two
arrester cot, rigur«tions of the NASA funded program were tested: (1) the spirai-
wound, crimped stainless-:steel ribbon arrester. and (2) the packed bed of
I uminum Ballast rings. The OSCC f•undeu program lid not rt • quire sustained burn-
1K tests with ethylene/air mixture: because the test conditions wpre ocn-
lered to be too severe for screen-type flame arresters.
The following results are for the ethylene/air mixture :sustained burning
tests. A tabular summary of the test data is presented in Appendix E.
irnl-Woun.i. Crimped Stainless-Steel Ribbon Arrester
This !s the wane arrester test assembly (Test Configuration No. 150) shown
in Figure 9-10. The test flow conditions were the same as those described in
Paratgraph A-5 of this section. On the first test. (No. 1524B) the flame penetrated
Into thf- core (T8A and T8E) after only GO seconds of operation an.l reached a
!.'gh temperature of around 900°C. (165"F) as 150 seconds. The flame spread to
outer perimeter of the core .T8B and T81) 1 increasing; this areal temperature to
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U	 cs Lwd vi' vftiih6t, ilingb with Single
,flesh Screen Arrester Posttest
9000C (1652°F) after 240 seconds of operation. The f1Hme penetrated through
the 20.3-cm (8-in.) depth of the core at 423 seconds, so the test was terminated.
Temperature measurements at the upstream end of the core (T8C and T8F) were
approaching the spontaneous ignition temperature for ethylene/air mixture of
490°C (914°F) ,just before flame penetration occu rred. A plot of the test
results is presented in Figure 9-16. Posttest inspection of the ,--rester
revealed no further distortion and discoloration of the crimped ribbon windings
or the retainer grid.
The test described above was repeated at the same test conditions and with
the same test assembly. This second test (No. 1524C) produced almost identical
results as the first test, only flame penetration occurred earlier at 383 sec-
onds, when the upstream core temperature reached or excee ,'ed the spontaneous
ignition temperature for the ethylene/air -.fixture. A plot of the test Ios^_ts is
presented in Figure 9 	 r-^tt?st inspection showed no further change to the
arrester test assembl;.
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Figure 9-10. Spiral-Wound, Crimped Stainless-Steel Ribbon Arrester
Ethylene/Air Mixture Sustained Burning, First Test.
Results
Ps, • ro-,i Bed of Aluminum Ballast Rings Arrester
This is the same arrester test assembly (Test Configuration Nz). 152) shown
in Figure 9-13. The test flow conditions were the same as those (tescribed in
Paragreph A-6 of this section. In the first test (No. 1525B) the temperatureree
on the upstream face of the retainer screen (T8C) increased rapidly, reaching
the spontaneous ignition level of 490°C (91 1+°F) after only 35 seconds, of opera-
tion. Flame penetration occurred at 43 seconds when the screen temperature
reached 560°C (1040 0 F). The bed of aluminium Ballast rings remained at the inlet
ethylene/air mixture temperature with only the downstream center of the bed (T8A)
receiving any measurable radiation from the sustained burning. Flame penetra-
tion through the retainer screen was followed by a detonation in the inlet piping.
Flame speeds measured in the witness section, which was gust. upstream of the test
arrester section, were at the detonation velocity of around 1830 m/s (6000 ft/s).
This would indicate that the penetrating flame had made the transition from
deflagration to detonation within the length of the packed bed arrester. A
plot of the test results is presented in Figure 9-18. Posttest inspection of
the arrester revealed some distortion and discoloration of the retainer grid
and screen assembly caused by internal. pressure developed during the C'_Lonation.
The above test was repeated at the same test conditions and with the same
arrester test assembly. This second test (No. 15250 resulted in a detonation
immediately after ignition. Posttest disassembly and inspection of the packed
bed arrester revealed that the screen retainer had been impacted in several
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Figure • 9-17• Spiral-Wound, Crimped Stainless-Steel RiLbon
Arrester Ethylene/Air Mixture Sustained
Burning Second Test Results
places t; irrllast, rings causing punctures as shown in Figure 9-19• The unde-
tected damage to the screen was probably initiated to a lesser extent during
the first sustained burning test that resulted in a detonation. These small
puncture:, allowed f1wne penetration without heat-up on the second test and
the subsequent detonation enlarged the holes to tLe size shown.
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SECTION X
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions have been reached from the test results of this
experimental evaluation of flame arrester devices in a simulated fuel storage
tank vent stack installation discharging eight typeR of combustible fuel/air mix-
tures, including: (1) propane, (2) ethylene, (3) gasoline, (4) methanol,
(`0 toluene, (tl) diethyl ether, (7) butane, and (8) acetaldehyde. The test
flame arresters were mounted on the end of n 15.2-cm- (6-in.-) diameter pipe
vent located in an unc r,nfined one-atmosphere environment. The standard test
condition used an injection equivalence ratio from 1.0 to 1.2 to produce the
theoretical maximum flame speed for the particular fuel/air mixture in use; the
fuel/air mixture temperature ranged from 10 to 38°C (50 to 100 0 F), and the inlet
piping nominal flow velocity was 1.52 m/s (5 ft/s).
(1) An ignition source upstream near the flame irrester and in the center
of the exhaust plume produced the highest flashback flame speed for
.t flame propagating upstream in the direction of the arrester.
(2) Ethylene /air mixture produced the highest average flashback flame
speed of 6.60 m/s (21.6`,: ft/s). ranging from 4.86 to 10.66 m/s
(15.94 to 14.98 ft/s).
(3) Butane/air mixture produced the lowest average flashback flare speed
of 3.62 m/s (11.88 ft/s). ranging from .".92 to 4.25 m/s (9.58 to
13.94 ft/s).
(4) Flashback flames from the typical bulk cargo fuels tested will propa-
gate in an open environment. such as the deck of at transport vessel.
but will not. produce a detonation unless they penetrate an opening
leading into a fuel cargo tank.
(5) The single 30-mesh stainless-steel screen arrester wits effective in
quenching flashback flames from all eight fuel/air mixtures tested.
(E) The dual 20-mesh stainless-steel screen arrester was effective in
quenching flashback flames from all eight fuel/air mixtures tested
except the ethylene/air mixture, where the flame speed was 4.86 m/s
(15.94 ft/s) or faster.
(7) Damage to a screen flame arrester from a puncture, tear, or corrosion
that results in holes larger than the original mesh size renders the
screen useless in quenching a flashback flame. The damaged screen
should be replaced to restore the arrester's effectiveness.
(8) The spiral-wound, crimped stainless-steel ribbon arrester was effective
in quenching flashback flames from the propane, ethylene, and gasoline
fuel/air mixtures tested, and would probably quench the other five
fuel/air mixtures listed.
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packed bed of aluminum Ballast rings arrester with single 30-mesh
nless-steel screen retainers was effective in quenching elashbrt.•k
ones from the propane, ethylene, and gasoline fuel/air mixtures
tested, and would prob rely quench the other five fuel /air mixtures
1 1 st.ed.
J) The packed bed o1' aluminum t+allast rings :tr • rester without the single
its-mesh screen retainer wras riot effective in quenching flashback
i'lames from gasoline/air mixtures, and would probably not quench the
other seven fuel/air mixtures listed.
l) The test cotrl'igurntions for t;r • single 30-mesh screen arrester, the
dual 10-mesh screen arr• este , 'he sl-ira.l-wound, crimped ribbon arrester,
and the packe,i bed of Ballast rings arrester withstood all flashback
flame testing without any structural damage. and only slight discolorIA-
tion from the short duration of flame impingement (approximately
seconds) .
The single 30-m-sh screen arrester and the dual 20-mesh screen arrester
withstood flame:, from propane/air mixtures for 30 minutes without
:;truetural damage and only slight discoloration of the screen wire.
The fuel/air mixture flow velocity through the openings in the screen
ranged from 1.2 to 4.1 m/s (3.9 to 13.5 ft/s), depending on the size
of the arrester test. ii::sembly. In earh configuration, Lire screen
reached a condition approaching thermal equilibrium after approximately
-400 seconds where the temperature was well. below the spontaneous igni-
tion temperature for the propane/air mixture. It is concluded that
the sustained burning conditions on these arresters could have contin-
ued for an indefinite period o1' time.
(13) The equilibrium temperature on the surface of a screen flame arrester
at. sustained burning conditions is a function of flow velocity of the
fuei/air mixture massing through the screen; the lower the velocity,
the higher the equilibrium temperature. It is possible that at very
.low flow-through velocities the temperature of the screen would
Increase to the spontaneous ignition temperature of the fuel and the
flame could penetrate the screen arrester.
u) The spiral-wound, crimped ribbon arrester withstood flames from the
propane/air mixture for 30 minutes. During this time, the flame
propagated into part of the depth of the core element, causing dis-
tortion and discoloration of the stainless-steel ribbon. Thermal
equilibrium within the core element was not achieved during the
30 minutes of testing as the temperatures measured inside the ribbon
windings continued to increase above the spontaneous ignition temper •a-
. .r • e for propane/air mixtures. It is concluded that the flame would
have eventually penetrated the arrester, given sufficient time.
Sustained burning from the ethylene/air mixture did penetrate through
this arrester on two tests of 423 and 383 seconds. Therefore, the
ability of this type of flame arrester to withstand sustained burning
is highly dependent on the flame speed and the spontaneous ignition
temperature of the fuel/air mixture.
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The parked beu i cu.
	 t rings arrester with it ning,L 3,	 sh
screen retainer withs± A flames from the propane/air mix-..:e for
30 minutes. The results were very sW Ittr to those obtained from
the single i0-mesh screen arrester, and it is apparent thht the bed
of rings has little or no Influence on the performance of this arrester
configuration. Sustained burning from the ethylene/air mixture did
penetrate through this arrester in only 41 seconds on one test, result-
ing in a deflagration-to-detouRtion transition within the bed of
rings. The retainer screen was damaged by impacts from the bed of
rings, and this damage allowed the flame to penetrate immediKtely
""ter ignition on a repeat test. It is concluded that the packed
bed of rings arrester with a single 30-mash screen is no more effec-
tive than a single 30-merh screen in withstanding and quenching
flasl ►bnek flame:;.
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SECTION XI
RECOMIENDATIONS
Based upon the results of this test program, the following recommendations
are made regmrdine; the selection and installation of t'larrie arresting devices on
fuel storage tank vent stacks in it marine environment:
(1) Based upon flame quenching capability, structural durability, and a
low susceptibility to corrosion and fouling, the following flame
arrester devices have been found effective in preventing flashback
flames in an open enviroiunent from entering vent openings of it cargo
tank containing typical bulk fuels: (1) single 30-mesh stainless-
steel screen, (2) dual 20-mesh stainles3-steel screen, (3) spiral-
wound, crimped stainless steel ribbon, and (4) packed bod of aluminum
Ballast rings with single 30-mesh stainless-steel screen retainers.
Ethylene, which is a gas at ambient temperature acid pressure, is
not a typical bulk cargo fuel.
(2) Based upon the ability to withstand 30 minutes of continuous burning of
a propane/air mixture, the following flame arrester devices have been
found effective in sustaining the flame from typical bulk cargo fuels:
(1) single 30-mesh stainless-steel screen, (2) dual 20-mesh stRinless-
steel screen, (3) spiral-wound, crimped stainless-steel ribbon, and
( l+) packed bed of Ballast rings with single 30-mesh stainless steel
screen retainers. Spiral-wound, crimped metal ribbon arresters appear
to have a finite time duration for sustained burning conditions, and
should therefore be evaluated for the specific fuel and at the most
severe condition of the intended applications. None of the flame
arrester devices tested is effective in sustaining the flame from are
ethylene/air mixture for 30 minutes duration.
(3) Based upon the inverse relationship between the equilibrium temperature
of a screen flame arrester at sustained burning conditions and the
fuel/air mixture flowthrough velocity, it is recommended that in fuel
transfer operations the rate of fuel flow should be fast enough to
keep the exhaust velocity of vented flammable mixture well above the
laminar burning velocity of the fuel being transferred. In the event,
of a flashback flame, this safety precaution will aid in keeping the
screen flame arrester on the vent from over-heating by a sustained
flame.
(4) The selection of a location for the flame arrester device on the vent
stack should be limited to the very end of the pipe. The flame quench-
ing ability of the arrester is reduced by any length of pipe, housing,
or mechanical device downstream of the arrester. Screen-type flame
arresters are effective only if they are undamaged by punctures or
tears in the wire mesh and there are no gaps or holes around the peri-
phery larger than the openings specified for the 20- or 30-mesh screen.
All flame arrester devices should be periodically inspected for damage
and cleaned to remove fouling and corrosion.
A
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(5) The selection oi' materials used in the construction of arresters
should be based on their compatibility with the local environment
and the fuel vapors to be encountered. However, stainless steel
iv recommended.
The data Ind experience obtained 1'rom these flashback flKme and sustainv4l
burning tests 0 limited to those fuel and air mixturee tested in a 15.2-rm-
(16-in.-) diameter pipe size. It is recommended that extrapolation of this
data should be limited to the following:
(1) Application to other fuels should be limited to those hydrocarbon
fuels that have rimilnr combustion characteristics to those fuels
tested.
(2) Applications scaled down to pipe sizes smaller than 15.2-cm (6-1n.'
diameter are considered to be conservative.
(3) Scaled-up applications should be limited to pipe sizes no lni•ger
than a 20.3-cm (8-in.) diameter, providing adequate consideration
is given to structural strength.
11-2
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Ai l LUDIX A
TEST CONFIGURATION 1A)G,
Configuration
No.	 Test No.	 Description
100 to 112	 1488 to	 The first, thirteen test configurations were ev.
1 4 95	 during the facility checkout tests. They includod
the preliminary installation of a nubscale flame
chamber that was later replaced by the full-scale
flame chamber and the exhaust collector burn stack.
Flame sensors on the flame chamber outer wall were
repositioned from the horizontal center line to the
top center line. Three igniter positions used In
the flame chamber were (1) upstream. (2) middle.
and (3) downstream. An aluminum flame shield was
Installed on the inlet piping upstream of the flame
arrester test section. Also. a second aluminum
flame shield was installed in front of the down-
stream flame chamber frangible diaphrnm. Nees used
on these checkout tests were gasoline and commeroial
grade propane. ".he test arresters Included both the
dual 20-mesh screens and the sing le 30-mesh screen.
113 1496 (A-C) This test configuration is shown in Figure 7-2.
Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: upstream
114 1497 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Ebel: propane
Igniter position: downstream
115 1498 (A-D) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: downstream
116 1499 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: upstream
117 1500 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: upstream
1501 (A)	 Changed the exhaust collector burn-stack flame
arrester from an Amnl spiral-wound, crimped stain-
less-steel ribbon to a Shand and Jura spiral-w,)und.
crimped aluminum ribbon assembly.
Flame arrester:
	 single 30-mesh screen
Fuel:	 ethylene
Igniter position: upstream
A-1
F 
Cont'iguration
Nei. 'Pest No. Description
119 1501 (A-D) Flame arrester: single 30-m-sh screen
Fuel : ethylene
Igniter pesitlon: downstream
120 1502 (A) Flitme arrester: none
Fuel: et by lens•
Igniter position: downstream
1 1502 ( B-D) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh sct•eens
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: downstream
122 1503 ( A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: upstream
123 1501+ ( A-C) Flame nrrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: upstream
NO^TF.: All of the following tests were made with the igniter
located in the upstream position unless otherwise
noted.
121 1505 ( A-D) Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: ethylene
125 1506 ( A-D) Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: gasoline
U6 1507 (A-D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: gasoline
127 1507 (C) Flame art-ester: single 30-mesh screen
1508 (A-B) Fuel: gasoline
128 1508 ( C-E) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: gasoline
129 1509 ( A-C) Flame arrester packed bed of rings
Fuel: gasoline
130 1510 ( A-C) Flame arrester: packed bed of rings with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: gasoline
A-2
Configuration
No. Test No. Description
131 1511 (A-D) Flame arrester: packed bed of ringb with single
30-mesh screen
Fu(-1 : ethylene
132 1512 (A-C) Flame arrester: packed bed of rings with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
133 1513 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: methyl alcohol
134 1513 (D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: methyl alcohol
135 1514 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: methyl alcohol
136 1515 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: toluene
137 1515 (D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: toluene
138 1516 (A-D) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: toluene
139 1517 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: diethyl ether
140 1517 (D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: diethyl ether
141 1518 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: diethyl ether
142 1519 (A-D) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: butane
143 1519 (F) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: butane
144 1520 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: butane
145 1521 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: acetaldehyde
A-3
nfiguration
No. Test No. Description
146 1521 (D) Flame arrester: none
Flee l : acetaldehyde
147 1522 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: acetaldehyde
148 1523 (A-B) Changed the test assembly to the ;sustained burning
test configuration.
Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: propane
149 1524 (A) Changed the thermocouples in the test arrester
from open tip ungrounded to closed-end grounded.
Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: propane
150 1524 (B-C) Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: ethylene
101 1525 (A) Flame arrester: packed bed of rings with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
152 1525 (B-C) Flame arrester: packed bea of rings; with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: ethylene
153 1526 (A) Flame arrester: 15.2-cm-	 (6.0-in.-)
	
diiumeter
single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
154 1526 (B) Flame arrester: 15.2-cm-	 (6.0-in.-)	 diameter
dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: propane
155 1527 (A) Flame arrester: 25.4-cm-	 (10.0-in.-)
	 diameter
single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
156 1527 (B) Flame arrester: 25.4-cm- (10.0-in.-) diameter
dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: propane
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APPENDIX B
TABULAR SUMMARY OF STEADY-STATE MEASURED
AIR AND FUEL SYSTEM TEST CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX C
TABULAR SUMMARY OF TRANSIENT-STATE MEASURED
FLAME SPEED AND PEAK PRESSURE RISE
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APPENDIX E:
1011AR SUMMARY OF TEMPERATURE ME:ASVPKME;NTS
FOR SUSTAINED BURNING TESTS
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Figure 9-16. Spiral-Wound, Crimped Stainless-Steel Ribbon Arrester
Ethylene/Air Mixture Sustained Burning First Test
Results
2. Packed Bed of Aluminum Ballast Rings Arrester
This is the same arrester test assembly (Test Configuration No. 152) shown
in Figure 9-13. The test flow conditions were the same as those described in
Paragraph A-6 of this section. Iu the first test (No. 1525B) the temperature
on the upstream face of the retainer screen (T8G) increased rapidly, reaching
the spontaneous ignition level of 490°C (914°F) after only 35 seconds of opera-
tion. Flame penetration occurred at 43 seconds whe y• the screen temperature
reached 560°C (1040 0F). The bed of aluminum Ballast rings remained at the inlet
ethylene/air mixture temperature with only the downstream center of the bed (T8A)
receiving any measurable radiation from the sustained burning. Flame penetra-
tion through the retainer screen was followed by a detonation in the inlet piping.
Flame speeds measured in the witness section, which was just upstream of the test
arrester section, were at the detonation velocity of around 1830 m/s (6000 ft/s).
This would indicate that the penetrating flame had made the transition from
deflagration to detonation within the length of the packed bed arrester. A
plot of the test results is presented in Figure 9-18. Posttest inspection of
the arrester revealed some distortion and discoloration of the retainer grid
and screen assembly caused by internal pressure developed during the detonation.
The above test was repeated at the same test conditions and with the same
arrester test assembly. This second test (No. 1525C) resulted in a detonation
immediately after ignition. Posttest disassembly and inspection of the packed
bed arrester revealed that the screen retainer had been impacted in several
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Figure 9-17. Spiral-Wound, Crimped Stainless-Steel Ribbon
Arrester Ethylene/Air Mixture Sustained
Burning Second Test Results
places by ballast rings causing punctures as shown in Figure 9- 19• The unde-
tected damage to the screen was probably initiated to a lesser extent during
the first sustained burning test that resulted in a detonation. These small
punctures allowed flame penetration without heat-up on the second test and
the subsequent, detonation enlarged the holes to the size shown.
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Figure 9-18. Packed Bed of Ballast Rings with Single
30-Mesh Screen Arrester Ethylene/Air
Sustained Burning Test Results
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SECTION X
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions have been reached from the test results of this
experimental evaluation of flame arrester devices in a simulated fuel storage
tank vent stack installation discharging eight types of combustible fuel/air mix-
tures, including: (1) propane, (2) ethylene, (3) gasoline, (4) methanol,
(5) toluene, (6) diethyl ether, (7) butane, and (8) aeetaldehyde. The test
flame arresters were mounted on the and of n 15.2-cm- (6-in.-) diameter pipe
vent located in an unconfined one-atmosphere environment. The standard test
condition used an injection equivalence ratio rram 1.0 to 1.2 to produce the
theoretical maximum flame speed for the particular fuel/air mixture in use; the
fuel/air mixture temperature ranged from 10 to 38°C (50 to 1000y), and the inlet
piping nominal flow velocity was 1.52 m/s (5 ft/s).
(1) An ignition source upstream near the flame arrester and in the center
of the exhaust plume produced the highest flashback flame speed for
a flame propagating upstream in the direction of the arrester.
(2) Ethylene/air mixture produced the highest average flashback flame
speed of 6.60 m/s (21.65, ft/s), ranging from 4.86 to 10.66 We
(15.94 to 34.98 ft/s).
(3) Butane/air mixture produced the lowest average flashback flame speed
of 3.62 m/s (11.88 ft/s), ranging from 2.92 to 4.25 m/s (9.58 to
13.94 We).
(4) Flashback flames frenn the typical bulk cargo fuels tested will propa-
gate in an open environment, such as the deck of a transport vessel,
but will not produce a detonation unless they penetrate an opening
leading into a fuel cargo tank.
(5) The single 30-mesh stainless-steel screen arrester was effective in
quenching flashback flames from all eight fuel/air mixtures tested.
(6) The dual 20-mesh stainless-steel screen arrester was effective in
quenching flashback flames from all eight fuel/air mixtures tested
except the ethylene/air mixture, where the flame speed was 4.86 m/s
•	 (15.94 ft/s) or faster.
(7) Damage to a screen flame arrester from a puncture, tear, or corrosion
that results in holes larger than the original mesh size renders the
screen useless in quenching a flashback flame. The damaged screen
should be replaced to restore the arrester's effectiveness.
(8) The spiral-wound, crimped stainless-steel ribbon arrester was effective
in quenching flashback flames from the propane, ethylene, and gasoline
fuel/air mixtures tested, and would probably quench the other five
fuel/air mixtures listed.
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(9) The Imo ked bed of aluminum Ballast rings arrester with single 30-mesh
stainless-steel screen retainers was effective in quenching flashback
flames from the propane, ethylene, and gasoline fuel/air mixtures
tosted, and would probably quench the other five fuel/air mixtures
listed.
(10) The packed bed of aluminum Ballast rings arrester without the single
30-mesh screen retainer was not effective in quenching flashback
flames from gasoline/air mixtures, and would probably not quench the
ether seven fuel/air mixtures listed.
The tryst corifigurations for the single 30-mesh screen arrester, the
a..a1 X10-mesh screen arrester, the spiral-wound, crimped ribbon arrester,
and the packed bed of Ballast rings arrester withstood all flashback
flame testing without any structural damage and only slight discolora-
tion from the short duration of flame impingement (approximately
:fit) reconds) .
(w) The single 30-mesh screen arrester and the dual 20-mesh screen arrester
withstood flames from propane/air mixtures for 30 minutes without
structural damage and only slight discoloration of the screen wire.
The fuel/air mixture flow velocity through the openings in the screen
ranged from 1.2 to 4.1 m/s (3.9 to 13.5 We),  depending on the size
of the arrester test assembly. In each configuration, the screens
reached a condition approaching thermal equilibrium after approximately
s00 :seconds where the temperature was well below the spontaneous igni-
tion temperature for the propane/air mixture. It is concluded that
the oustained burning conditions on these arresters could have contin-
ued for an indefinite period of time.
(l) The equilibrium temperature on the surface of a screen flame= arrester
at. sustained burning conditions is a function of flow velocity of the
fuel/air mixture passing through the screen; the lower the velocity,
the higher the equilibrium temperature. It is possible that at very
low flow-through velocities the temperature of the screen would
increase to the spontaneous ignition temperature of the fuel and the
flame could penetrate the screen arrester.
(14) The spiral-wound, crimped ribbon arrester withstood flames from the
propane/air mixture for 30 minutes. Daring this time, the flame
propagated into part of the depth of the core element, causing dis-
tortion and discoloration of the stainless-steel ribbon. Thermal
equilibrium within the core element was not achieved during the
30 minutes of testing as the temperatures measured inside the ribbon
windings continued to increase above the spontaneous ignition tempera-
ture for propane/air mixtures. It is concluded that the flame would
have eventually penetrated the arrester, given sufficient time.
Sustained burning from the ethylene/air mixture did penetrate through
this arrester on two tests of 423 and 383 seconds. Therefore, the
ability of this type of flame arrester to withstand sustained burning
is highly dependent on the flame speed and the spontaneous ignition
temperature of the fuel /air
 
mixture.
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(15) The packed bed of Bnllast rims arrester w!th a single 30-mesh
screen retainer withstood flames from the propane/air mixture for
30 minutes. The results were very similar to those obtained from
the single 30-mesh screen arrester, and it is apparent that the bed
of rings has little or no influence on the performance of this arrester
configuration. Sustained burning from the ethylene/air mixture did
penetrate through this arrester in only 43 se4onds on one test, result-
ing in a deflagration-to-dotonation transition within the bed of
rings. The retainer screen was damaged by impacts from the bed of
rings, and this damage allowed the flame to penetrate immediately
after ignition on a repeat test. It is concluded that the packed
bed of rings arrester with a single 30-mesh screen is no more effec-
tive than a single 30-mesh screen in withstanding and quenching
flashbacX flames.
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SECTION XI
RECOl MZMTIONS
Based upon the results of this test program, the following recommendations
are made regarding the selection and installation of flame arresting devices in
fuel storage tank vent stacks in a marine environment:
(1) Based upon flame quenching capability, structural, durability, and a
low susceptibility to corrosion and fouling, the following flame
arrester devices have been found effective in preventing flashback
flames in an open environment from entering vent openings of a cargo
tank containing typical bulk fuels: (1) single 30-mesh stainless-
steel screen, (2) dual 20-mesh stainless-steel screen, (3) spiral-
wound, crimped stainless steel ribbon, and (b) packed bed of aluminum
Ballast rings with single 30-mesh stainless-steel screen retainers.
Ethylene, which is a gas at ambient temperature and pressure, is
not a typical bulk cargo fuel.
(2) Based upon the ability to withstand 30 minutes of continuous burning of
a propane/air mixture, the following flame arrester devices have been
found effective in sustaining the flame from typical bulk cargo fuels:
(1) single 30-mesh stainless-steel screen, (2) dual 20-mesh stainless-
steel screen, (3) spiral-wound, crimped stainless-steel ribbon, and
(4) packed bed of Ballast rings with single 30-mesh stainless steel
screen retainers. Spiral-wound, crimped metal ribbon arresters appear
to have a finite time duration for sustained burning conditions, and
should therefore be evaluated for the specific fuel and at the most
severe condition of the intended applications. None of the flame
arrester devices tested is effective in sustaining the flame from an
ethylene/air mixture for 30 minutes duration.
(3) Based upon the inverse relationship between the equilibrium temperature
of a screen flame arrester at sustained burning conditions and the
fuel/air mixture flowthrough velocity, it is recommended that in fuel
transfer operations the rate of fuel flow should be fast enough to
keep the exhaust velocity of vented flammable mixture well above the
laminar burning velocity of the fuel being transferred. In the event
of a flashback flame, this safety precaution will aid in keeping the
screen flame arrester on the vent from over-heating by a sustained
flame.
(4) The selection of a location for the flame arrester device on the vent
stack should be limited to the very end of the pipe. The flame quench-
ing ability of the arrester is reduced by any length of pipe, housing,
or mechanical device downstream of the arrester. Screen-type flame
arresters are effective only if they are undamaged by punctures or
tears in the wire mesh and there are no gaps or holes around the peri-
phery larger than the openings specified for the 20- or 30-mesh screen ► .
All flame arrester devices should be periodically inspected for damage
and cleaned to remove fouling and corrosion.
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(5) The selection of materials used in the construction of Arresters
should be based on their compatibility with the local savironment
and the fuel vapors to be encountered. However, stainless steel
io reccaunded.
The data and experience obtained from these flashback flame and sustained
burning tests io limited to those fuel and air mixtures tested in a 15.2-cow
(16-in.-) diameter pipe size. It is recommended that extrupolstion of this
data should be limited to the followings
(1) Application to other fuels should be limited to those hydrocarbon
Nels that have similar combustion characteristics to those fuels
tested.
(2) Applications scaled down to pipe sizes smaller then 15 * 2-cm (6-1n.)
diameter are considered to be conservative.
(3) Scaled-up applications should be limited to pipe sizes no larger
than a 20.3-cm (8-in.) diameter, providing adequate consideration
is given to structural strength.
.
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AFPRNDIX A
TEST CONTIOURATI4N U)G
Configuration
No.	 Test No.	 Description
100 to 112	 1488 to	 The first thirteen test. configurations were evolved
1495	 during the facility checkout tests. They included
the preliminary installation of a subscale flame
chamber that was later replaced by the full;-scale
flame chamber and the exhaust collector burn stmok.
Flame sensors on the flame chamber outer wall were
repositioned from the horizontal center line to the
top center ;fine. Three igniter positions used in
the flame chamber were (1) upstream, (2) middle,
and (3) downstream,, An aluminum flame shield was
installed on the inlet piping upstream of the flame
arrester test section. Also, a second aluminum
flame shield was installed in front of the down-
stream flame chpa:ber frangible diaphram. Fuels used
on these checkout tests 'were gasoline and commercial
grade propane. The test arresters included both the
dual 20-mesh screens and the single 30-mesh screen.
P
113 1496 (A-C) This test configuration is shown in Figure 7-2.
Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: upstream
114 1497 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: downstream
115 1498 (A-D) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: downstream
116 1499 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: upstream
117 1500 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: upstream
118 1501 (A) Changed the exhaust collector burn-stack flame
arrester from an Amal spiral-wound, crimped stain-
less-steel ribbon to a Shand and Jura spiral-wound,
crimped aluminum ribbon assembly.
Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: upstream
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1Oorifigurntion
No. Vest No. Description
119 1501 (B-D) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: downstream
1 1010 1502 (A) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: downstream
I' ll 15V (B-D) Flame at rester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: downstream
1103 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: ethylene
Igniter position: upstream
13 1504 (A-C) Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: propane
Igniter position: upstream
NOTE: All of the following tests were made with the igniter
located in the upstream position unless otherwise
noted.
1505 (A-D) Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: ethylene
I
L'?5 l506 (A-D) Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: gasoline
V6 1507 (A-D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: gasoline
127 1507 (C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
1508 (A-B) Fuel: gasoline
v8 1508 (C-E) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: gasoline
V9 1509 (A-C) Flame arrester- packed bed of rings
Fuel: gasoline
130 1510 (A-C) Flame arrester: packed bed of rings with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: gasoline
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Configuration
Ho. Test No. Description
131 1511 (A-D) Flame arrester: packed bed of rings with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: ethylene
132 1512 (A-C) Flame arrester: packed bed of rings with single
• 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
133 1513 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mash screen
Fuel: methyl alcohol
134 1513 (D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: methyl alcohol
135 1514 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: methyl alcohol
136 1515 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: toluene
137 1515 (D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: toluene
138 1516 (A-D) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: toluene
139 1517 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: diethy? ether
140 1517 (D) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: diethyl ether
141 1518 (A-C) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: diethyl ether
142 1519 (A-D) Flame arrester: dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: butane
143 1519 (E) Flame arrester: none
Fuel: butane
144 1520 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: butane
145 1521 (A-C) Flame arrester: single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: acetaldehyde
A-3
Configuration
No.	 Test No.	 Description
146	 1521 (D)	 Flame arrester:	 none
Fuel:	 acetaldehyde
147	 1522 (A-C)	 Flame arrester:	 dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel:	 acetaldebyde
148	 1523 (A-B)	 Changed the test assembly to the sustained burning
test configuration.
Flame arrester:
	 crimped ribbon
Fuel:	 propane
149	 1524 (A)
	 Changed the thermocouples in the test arrester
from open tip uncrrunded to closed-end grounded.
Flame arrester:	 crimped ribbon
Fuel:	 propane
150 1524 (B-C) Flame arrester: crimped ribbon
Fuel: ethylene
1 1A 1525 (A) Flame arrester: packed bed of rings with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
151 1525 (B-C) Flame arrester: icked bed of rings with single
30-mesh screen
Fuel: ethylene
153 1526 (A) Flame arrester: 15.2-cm- (6.0-in.-) diameter
single 30-mesh screen
Fuel: propane
154 1526 (B) Flame arrester: 15.2-cm- (6.0-in.-) diameter
dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel.: propane
155 1527 (A) Flame arrester: 25.4-cm- (10.0-in.- I diameter
single 30-mesh scree-,i
Fuel: propane
156 1527 (B) Flame arrester: 25.4-cm- (10.0-in.-) diameter
dual 20-mesh screens
Fuel: propane
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iAPPENDIX B
TABULAR SUMMARY OF STEADY—STATE MEASURED
AIR AND FUEL SYSTEM TEST CONDITIONS
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3? r	 APPENDIX C
TABULAR SUMMARY OF TRANSIENT-STATE MEASURED
FLAME SPEED AND PEAK PRESSURE RISE
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	 APPESDIX D
TABULAR SUMMARY OF AVERAGED MEASURED FLAME SPEED
AND PEAK PRESSURE HISS FOR FUELS
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APPZNDIX A`
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